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I 

Resumen 

 

La industria de procesado de alimentos ha evolucionado de gran manera desde que la 

automatización de las actividades industriales se convirtiera en una realidad hace ya más de 

un siglo. La maquinaria de este sector avanza a la par, reinventándose cada vez de manera 

más sofisticada y ofreciendo un servicio más autónomo y completo. Por tanto, las actividades 

de revisión y mejora de las máquinas industriales procesadoras de alimentos, así como de los 

propios procedimientos que estas siguen, resultan de vital importancia para las empresas que 

persiguen mejorar sus estándares de calidad y seguridad. 

Dentro de este contexto, se encuentran las máquinas empacadoras de atún en la industria 

conservera. Estas reciben el alimento citado ya cocinado y limpiado, sin restos de escamas o 

espinas. Su función principal es trocear, comprimir y empacar el atún en latas, generalmente 

de aluminio, que son enviadas a procesos posteriores de adición de líquido para su conserva. 

Con objeto de explicar la razón de ser de este trabajo, se presentan a continuación los que han 

sido las dos motivaciones principales para su elaboración.  

En primer lugar, responde (el trabajo) a la solicitud de la sede en Parma (Italia) de la 

compañía estadounidense JBT Corporation acerca de cómo se podría mejorar la operación de 

una de sus empacadoras de atún. Concretamente se trata de la empacadora Model 3266, a la 

cual se hará referencia en adelante sólo por el nombre comercial. 

En segundo lugar, la creación desde cero de una metodología conceptual para el rediseño 

mecánico de empacadoras en la industria de procesado de atún (aunque también puede ser 

extensible a otras empacadoras de conservas) constituye la otra gran meta perseguida en este 

trabajo. Esta metodología se concibe como una herramienta que debe facilitar nuevas 

conceptualizaciones de las citadas máquinas industriales, o bien, sólo de ciertos componentes 

con el fin de optimizar su funcionamiento. Para poder ilustrar esta metodología, la 

mencionada Model 3266 será utilizada como caso específico de estudio. 

Durante la realización casi completa de este trabajo se trabaja de manera próxima a la sede en 

Parma de JBT Corporation con el fin de tener el mejor y más fluido feedback posible. Aunque 

no se discute con la compañía la metodología utilizada, si son presentados los análisis 

provenientes de la misma, así como la concepción de las soluciones en forma de diseños 

alternativos de una o varias partes de la empacadora estudiada. Todas las soluciones 

propuestas, así como los análisis realizados han sido revisados por la sede de la empresa.  

Los objetivos del trabajo pueden dividirse en dos categorías, primarios y secundarios, que 

conciernen a cada una de las dos motivaciones antes expuestas.  

Los objetivos primarios abarcan la creación de la metodología y como ésta debe ser capaz de 

permitir obtener análisis detallados y alternativas para los distintos elementos de cualquiera 

sea la máquina de enlatado de atún que componga el caso de estudio. Dichos análisis deben 

diseccionar la maquinaria hasta el último elemento asociando todas sus funciones, 
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permitiendo así aislar en grupos todas aquellas que forman parte de un conjunto mayor 

denominado módulo [5]. La metodología debe ser capaz en última instancia de ofrecer 

soluciones realistas en forma de alternativas conceptuales a los módulos ya existentes en la 

máquina estudiada. 

Por otro lado, los objetivos secundarios conciernen al buen desempeño de esta metodología 

aplicada a la resolución de ciertas deficiencias en la comentada Model 3266 de la empresa 

JBT. La metodología debe por tanto poder ser aplicada con el fin de dar solución a los 

problemas planteados por la compañía, que se expondrán a continuación.  

 

Figura I: Empacadora Model 3266 de JBT (fuente: jbtc.com) 

En referencia a la empacadora objeto de estudio (ilustrada en la Figura I) se quieren analizar y 

solventar al menos tres dificultades a través de la metodología basada en el estudio conceptual 

y el rediseño mecánico de uno o varios de los elementos que la componen:  

• Pobre acabado visual del producto, es decir, de la parte de la pastilla de atún que es 

perceptible por el consumidor al abrir la lata. La causa puede ser una fase de 

compresión poco efectiva. 

• Valor de la densidad del producto no homogéneo, y por tanto del peso escurrido del 

atún contenido en la lata. Aunque la discrepancia en el valor de la densidad de las 

muestras es pequeña (unas décimas de gramo), se desea disminuir estas diferencias. Se 

piensa que el proceso de medida de la densidad del producto todavía podría ser 

mejorado. 

• Pérdidas de líquido y producto durante el normal funcionamiento de la máquina. Se 

trata de salida de líquido generalmente tras la fase de compresión del atún para la 

formación de la pastilla circular, y de pequeñas cantidades de atún en distintas fases.  

Todas las cuestiones para resolver se sitúan en una sola parte de la empacadora: la fachada o 

parte delantera la máquina. En ella tienen lugar todas las operaciones principales que se 

realizan en el producto. En la Figura II se muestra el modelo CAD de esta parte concreta de la 

máquina mientras que en la Figura III se expone la imagen real de dicha zona. 
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Figura  II: Modelo CAD de lafachada de la 

empacadora Model 3266 (fuente: JBT Corp. y propia) 

 

 

Figura  III: Fachada de la empacadora Model 3266 

(fuente: video corporativo de JBT Corp.)

Antes de abordar la metodología, se hace aquí una breve alusión a los fundamentos teóricos 

esenciales que han servido como base para su elaboración. 

Resulta indispensable citar la obra Engineering Design [3] de G. Pahl, W. Beitz, J. Feldhusen 

y K.H. Grote, donde se definen las máximas del diseño conceptual utilizadas en este trabajo. 

Desde la búsqueda de los principios de funcionamiento y el establecimiento de las estructuras 

funcionales, hasta la correcta estructuración de estas, son recursos con gran potencial para este 

trabajo. 

Las nociones más extensas y completas sobre la arquitectura modular de productos y los 

denominados Métodos heurísticos para la identificación de módulos en análisis funcionales 

son extraídas de los trabajos Modular product architecture [6], de J. Dahmus, J. González-

Zugasti y K. Otto; y A heuristic method for identifying modules for product architectures [5], 

de R. Stone, K. Wood y R. Crawford; respectivamente.  

En último lugar, el texto Conceptual Design Using a Synergistically Compatible 

Morphological Matrix [7] de R. Weber y S. Condoor resulta una magnífica referencia para el 

establecimiento de soluciones conceptuales en términos de la creación de una matriz 

morfológica, donde se recogen las distintas alternativas para los módulos analizados. 

La metodología, tal y como se adelanta por las referencias citadas, se enmarca en la primera 

fase clásica de diseño: el diseño conceptual. En esta fase se determina aproximadamente el 

75% del coste del producto final [16] y además se dispone de gran autonomía para la 

proposición de soluciones menos restringidas al diseño existente.  
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La metodología propuesta se compone de los siguientes pasos: 

• Paso 1: Derivación funcional  

- Paso 1.1: Modelo Black Box 

➢ Modelo Black Box del caso genérico 

➢ Modelo Black Box del caso específico 

- Paso 1.2: Análisis funcional 

➢ Análisis funcional del caso genérico 

➢ Análisis funcional del caso específico 

• Paso 2: Derivación modular 

- Paso 2.1: Análisis modular 

➢ Análisis modular del caso genérico 

➢ Análisis modular del caso específico 

- Paso 2.2: Relación genérica-específica de módulos 

• Paso 3: Matriz morfológica 

➢ Matriz morfológica Deep 

➢ Matriz morfológica Minor 

Como se aprecia, hasta el Paso 2.1 (incluido), se llevan estudios en paralelo del caso genérico 

y del caso específico. El caso genérico constituye un supuesto abstracto en el que se 

incorporan las características y funcionalidades principales que cumplen en general todas las 

empacadoras de atún. Esto es posible poniendo en común toda la información disponible de 

las distintas máquinas que se encuentran en el mercado y buscando nexos entre ellas. 

Conforma por tanto una “base de datos” en clave de análisis conceptuales de fácil 

comprensión y manejo. El caso específico lo integra la máquina objeto de estudio, para la cual 

es posible realizar análisis más detallados que para el caso genérico. En este trabajo, por tanto, 

el caso específico se refiere a la Model 3266. 

La meta de esta doble tarea de análisis es obtener una relación biunívoca entre los 

componentes físicos de la Model 3266 (caso específico) y las derivaciones funcionales y 

modulares del caso genérico con el propósito de proveer de alternativas de diseño más 

robustas que si se estudiara solamente la empacadora de JBT.  

Una vez introducida la justificación del estudio paralelo de los dos casos, se explican 

seguidamente los distintos pasos de la metodología. 

En el Paso 1 se realizan estudios funcionales acordes con la teoría de G. Pahl y W. Beitz [3]. 

Se inicia realizando un análisis preliminar o modelo Black Box en el Paso 1.1, en el que se 

clarifica la funcionalidad última de la empacadora, así como el sistema exterior que interactúa 

con ella. A continuación, se lleva a cabo el análisis funcional en el Paso 1.2, tal y como se 

describe en los textos de referencia. Las distintas estructuras funcionales describen por sí 

solas como transcurre el proceso, así como la interacción con los diversos flujos existentes. 

Tanto para el caso genérico como para el específico se definen modelos Black Box bastante 

intuitivos. 
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Figura  IV: Modelo Black Box del caso genérico 

 

Figura  V: Modelo Black Box del caso específico 

Tras realizar el análisis funcional a la Model 3266 queda definido un diagrama en el que se 

reflejan los distintos flujos humanos, materiales y energéticos que interaccionan con las 

funcionalidades del sistema, aportando así gran cantidad de información sobre la máquina de 

JBT. En lo referente al caso genérico, el resultado es el aislamiento de una serie de funciones 

y flujos que representan una estructura funcional general que engloba a todas las empacadoras 

de atún revisadas.  

 

Figura  VI: Análisis funcional del caso específico 
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Figura  VII: Análisis funcional del caso genérico 

El Paso 2 se rige según los métodos heurísticos presentados por J. Dahmus, J. González-

Zugasti y K. Otto [6]. En primer lugar, se deben identificar los módulos existentes en los 

análisis funcionales previamente realizados en el Paso 2.1. Esto debe realizarse en ambos 

casos, específico y genérico, con el fin de encontrar el mayor número de módulos posibles. La 

meta es encontrar estas unidades con el fin de definir agrupaciones de funciones en el sistema. 

Se lleva a cabo a través de tres procedimientos distintos correspondientes a cada uno de los 

tres métodos heurísticos: flujo dominante, flujo ramificado y flujo de conversión/transmisión. 

Una vez terminada esta tarea habiendo identificado el mayor número de módulos posible, se 

continúa con el Paso 2.2. En este paso deben compararse y relacionarse los módulos 

encontrados en los casos genérico y específico, ligando así las funcionalidades entre el caso 

general y la Model 3266.  

Para el caso específico son identificados hasta 13 módulos distintos gracias a los métodos de 

flujo dominante y flujo ramificado. Por otro lado, la implementación del método de flujo 

conversión-transmisión es poco factible en este caso, no revelando ningún módulo para la 

Model 3266. 
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Figura  VIII: Análisis modular para el caso específico (flujo dominante) 

En el caso genérico resulta casi inmediato realizar esta tarea pues su nivel de abstracción 

permite identificar módulos robustos en casi cada una de sus funciones básicas.  

 

Figura  IX: Análisis modular para el caso genérico 

Para finalizar y como se ha comentado, en el Paso 2.2 se vinculan los módulos de los dos 

casos. Así, se deben asociar los módulos del caso genérico a los del caso específico, 

permitiendo de esta manera la integración entre los módulos globales (y cada una de sus 

funciones) y los particulares de la Model 3266. En el caso específico resulta de gran utilidad 

además asociar cada uno de los módulos identificados con los elementos físicos que 

constituyen estos. De esta manera, si se desea realizar alguna modificación sobre algún 

módulo, se sabe de inmediato cuales son los componentes que se verán afectados. Este 

ejercicio se realiza enumerando las partes que integran cada módulo con el uso del modelo 

CAD de la Figura II y permite esclarecer qué módulos están directamente relacionados con 

las deficiencias del producto presentadas por la sede en Parma de JBT.  
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En el Paso 3 se crea un espacio de decisión en forma de matriz morfológica, donde se 

proponen las posibles soluciones o alternativas para cada uno de los módulos identificados. 

Por supuesto, se presta especial atención a los módulos que están relacionados con las 

deficiencias en el producto de la Model 3266. Estos conceptos se categorizan en dos matrices 

distintas según su nivel de abstracción respecto al caso específico.  

Por un lado, se realiza una matriz morfológica denominada "Minor (morphological matrix)" 

compuesta por aquellas alternativas para los módulos que podrían implementarse en la propia 

empacadora considerada debido a que no suponen un cambio radical en el diseño global de la 

máquina. Esto implica que son soluciones que podrían llevarse a cabo en el corto/medio 

plazo, con un coste posiblemente contenido. Se muestran a continuación algunas alternativas 

de esta matriz para distintos módulos. 

                                                                    

Figura  X: Canal de compresión cerrado                                     Figura  XI: Cuchillo de movimiento vertical                                     Figura  XII: Pantalla de movimiento vertical 

Por otro lado, en la considerada como "Deep (morphological matrix)" se proponen soluciones 

más abstractas en comparación con los módulos que componen la Model 3266, las cuales 

conducirían a una transformación a mucha mayor escala. Estas soluciones no podrían 

implantarse más que a largo plazo suponiendo una inversión mucho más elevada que en el 

anterior caso. 

                                        

                                                       Figura  XIII: Boca de alimentación doble convergente                        Figura  XIV: Cámara de compresión doble rotativa 

                               

                                                               Figura  XV: Corte con cable de acero                                    Figura  XVI: Transporte y compresión con pistón y cilindro 
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Aunque la construcción de estas matrices no resulta una tarea compleja, dar con alternativas 

realistas que puedan optimizar el diseño real de la Model 3266 sí lo es. Las distintas opciones 

de diseño propuestas son discutidas con los ingenieros de JBT Corporation quienes en última 

instancia tienen la potestad de llevar estos conceptos a la siguiente fase de diseño: el diseño de 

detalle. 

El resultado principal de este trabajo por tanto es la metodología diseñada, así como su 

implementación y demostración de su utilidad en un caso particular. Por otro lado, los análisis 

realizados para la Model 3266 quedan a disposición de la compañía con el fin de ser 

incorporados como material de consulta en futuros estudios o rediseños de la máquina. En 

cuanto a los análisis del caso genérico, estos permanecen disponibles para el estudio de 

nuevos casos particulares y su aplicación en estos. En último lugar la concepción de los 

diseños alternativos para los módulos que presentaban deficiencias en la Model 3266 son 

expuestos como potenciales mejoras que pueden llevarse a cabo en el corto, medio y largo 

plazo. 

Tras terminar el ejercicio de análisis y proposición de opciones de diseño alternativas es 

posible extraer las conclusiones más relevantes de este trabajo.  

Sin duda, queda patente la vital importancia del diseño conceptual dentro de las fases de las 

tres fases de diseño clásicas. Decisiones erróneas en fases iniciales de diseño en la concepción 

de nuevos productos acaba resultando en alternativas que encarecerán costes o que 

presentarán deficiencias en su desarrollo o funcionamiento. La metodología aquí presentada 

trata de ofrecer una manera ordenada y sistemática de reducir tiempos y esfuerzo en las fases 

tempranas de diseño.  

Por otro lado, destaca la utilidad del estudio simultáneo de los casos específico y genérico. 

Esta manera de organizar la información recopilada para su comparación con el caso 

particular de estudio muestra ser rápida e intuitiva. La no-limitación al caso específico 

permite la búsqueda de soluciones en un horizonte mucho más amplio, quedando plasmado en 

gran medida en la elaboración de la matriz morfológica “Deep”. 

Sin duda, solamente análisis funcionales de alto nivel de detalle conllevan a posteriores 

análisis modulares efectivos. De la misma manera, únicamente con análisis modulares 

precisos se pueden obtener opciones de diseño realistas para elaborar una matriz morfológica. 

Es recalcable el hecho de que, aunque la creación de nuevas alternativas para los módulos 

identificados pueda parecer a priori una tarea que surge de la mera inspiración, existe una 

gran cantidad de análisis y estudio tras todas y cada una de ellas.  

En último lugar, a pesar de que la metodología demuestra su eficacia ante los problemas 

particulares que JBT expone acerca de su Model 3266, debe ser considerados nuevos casos de 

estudio que consoliden la robustez de sus análisis para poder así asentar su establecimiento 

como una herramienta de diseño útil y potente. 
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En lo referente a las líneas por las que deben guiarse futuras continuaciones y revisiones de 

este trabajo se debe mencionar que todavía puede tener un largo camino por recorrer. En 

cuanto se refiere a la metodología, su campo de aplicación no debería limitarse solo a las 

empacadoras de atún. Por ello se podría extender a otros tipos de máquinas industriales dentro 

de la industria alimentaria para agilizar las fases de diseño conceptual. Para el caso específico, 

la ampliación de matriz morfológica (tanto Minor como Deep) constituiría una posibilidad de 

encontrar más alternativas factibles para la mejora de módulos en la Model 3266. De la 

misma manera, las opciones de diseño que se considerasen adecuadas deberían pasar a la 

siguiente fase de diseño: el diseño de detalle. 
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Definition and implementation of a design methodology based on product modularization applied to tuna filler machine reengineering 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Definition of tuna filler machine 

Tuna filler machines are the tools that make easy commercial caning of tuna. These exist in 

variety of design, size, and configuration and can be easily operated. At present, enhanced 

equipment is designed, which comprises multiple processing lines capable of accommodating 

continuous and automated operations.  

Key aspects in its functioning are at least three phases: transport, referred as the way the tuna 

enters the filler; operations in the product of diverse nature, as cutting, compressing, etc.; and 

package, normally in aluminium cans which are after filled up with olive or sunflower oil. 

Since the machine manipulates food, it is always compulsory to design looking for 

compliance of health standards and hygienic factors.  

1.2 Design methodology proposed and case study 

The main purpose of this work is to elaborate a systematic design methodology that allows 

quicker analysis on tuna filler machines so as to permit a redesign based on product 

modularization. Thereby, specific targets can be achieved actuating on specific modules. This 

task is executed by means of learning not only from a specific case study but also from a 

generic case that embraces a larger range of possibilities.  

The decision of developing the commented methodology about a tuna filler machine comes 

after John Bean Technologies (JBT) headquarter from Parma (Italy) made a request to solve 

some problems detected in one of its tuna fillers, in particular, Model 3266. This request was 

immediately understood as an opportunity to generalize the arranged task to any industrial 

tuna filler machine. 

Therefore, in the case study for the specific case it is chosen the Model 3266 in order to 

illustrate and prove the efficiency of the methodology. Nevertheless, it has to be clarified that 

any other model or type of tuna filler machine could have been used to exemplify the 

methodology. The methodology focus on the early design phase, conceptual design phase, 

where between 60 and 80 percent of the product cost is fixed. 

In order to set up the design methodology an internal and external patents and papers research 

is carried out. On the one hand, referring to the internal research the extensive examination of 

a particular tuna filler machine allows settling the specific case. On the other hand, for the 

external research the similarities among the diverse models consulted permits to create a solid 

base to establish the generic case. 

Once the steps from the methodology have been presented, these lead to a biunivocal relation 

between the modules from the generic and the specific cases. For this purpose, classical steps 

of functional modelling and modularity are put to use until arriving to the generation of new 

ideas and improvements. 
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2. OBJECTIVES 

2.1 Primary objectives 

Primary objectives are those associated with the correct elaboration and performance of the 

methodology. 

The main primary objective is to be able to create the suggested design methodology based on 

a double analysis task, involving the deconstruction of the generic and specific cases. Thus, 

and how has been already stated, a problem generalization (generic case) will allow to move 

from a specific to a general modelling of the task creating a link with the specific case at the 

end of the process. With this procedure it is easier to propose new design options in order to 

arrive to realistic improvements. 

Moreover, once the analyses have been done, to offer solutions in two levels of abstraction is 

one of the purposes. This differentiation is expressed in the division of alternatives in two 

diverse morphological matrices. 

As there are not previous references of tuna filler studies, this work has been created from the 

very beginning. To settle this design methodology for future studies and examinations is other 

of the aims of this work as well as left behind a tuna fillers database. 

The last primary objective is to face the challenge of adapting conceptual design theory from 

the literature which is normally directed towards commercial products, to industrial machines 

and equipment. 

2.2 Secondary objectives 

Secondary objectives are those related to the specific case study issues. This is focused on the 

namely tuna filler machine Model 3266. Parma headquarters from this company has detected 

on this model several problems which are listed below: 

➢ Poor visual result of front product surface (the one that can be assessed by clients) 

owing to friction in compression phase. 

➢ Variable density value among different samples of tuna cakes because of a not-

consistent measure method. 

➢ Appreciable quantity of tuna waste that remains not only inside the filler after each 

cycle, but also goes outside through some items due to a not fully optimized design 

and to a non-existent accurate mass entering control. 

The methodology should demonstrate its usefulness relating the modules found in the case 

study to the modules established for a generic tuna filler machine. At this point, it would be 

only required to search the functions corresponding to the generic case that have to be 

improved on the particular case. This leads to the review of the specific current modules 

responsible for the final appearance of the tuna cake, regulation of density value and control 

of how much tuna enters inside the system. 
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3. STATE OF THE ART 

In this chapter it is presented a concise summary of the theory collected from studies and 

books about product design that have been useful for this work. First, an overview of the 

development process of a product is discussed, followed by a market analysis review, where it 

is explained how necessary is to be aware of business environment and how this can give an 

edge to the own design phase. After, typical “tools” of the design phase of a product such as 

functional and modular analysis as well as the morphological matrix concept are introduced. 

3.1 Market analysis for product engineering 

In this subchapter, a basic procedure with which to start a redesign process for product 

engineering is introduced. A market analysis is usually one of the first stages before a new or 

a redesigned product is released. The earliest task is to understand the market for the definite 

product, which means that knowing what the costumers like and do not like in the product 

will be the starting point to orientate first steps of redesign process. Essentially, a market 

analysis consists of a research of what the product should satisfy, which will be there 

principle features, to who is aimed, etc.  

The research shall divide in two scenarios: internal and external research, both of them carried 

about between the design and the marketing department. The former is put to practice 

individually or in group, where exercises like brainstorming stand out. The latter is based on 

knowing the needs and desires of potential clients and the study of the existent background 

material. It is possible to mention several procedures such as interviews to key users, to 

examine patents from similar products, to make use of technical literature, to prepare a 

competition analysis. After bringing both researches together, the solutions found could or 

could be not compatible, so further considerations and selection methods must be applied. 

Learning from patents of similar products can be very useful too, giving to designers much 

information. It has to start with a methodical decomposition of the current product to reveal 

its design and most internal architecture with the aim of extracting as much knowledge as 

possible of it. A dissection of the product must be executed in the most detailed manner until 

the last limb of the mechanism is considered and separated from the rest. Only with the 

analysis and study of all the parts that form the product will make possible to arrive to the 

complete understanding of what is intended to do the product and how it is accomplished.  

3.2 Functional analysis 

In this subchapter the conceptual design tool known as functional analysis and its essential 

components and basic notions are introduced. Its usefulness will be justified in the posterior 

case study. 

3.2.1 General aspects and considerations on functional analysis 

Functional analysis has become a great tool in order to put in practice the first main ideas 

furnished by the Product Development Process (PDP) concept about conceptual design, 

understanding the design phase as an exercise of decomposition and abstraction. The task is to 

tear down the overall function to obtain smaller and more solvable subfunctions, which will 
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be connected among them by flows. As it is also known, functional analysis allows from 

identifying hidden problems that are not perceived at first sight, to the discovery of potential 

improvements looking for process optimization.  

3.2.2 Basic units in functional analysis 

A functional model embodies two basic units as already commented: functions and flows.  

A function describes the action that have place inside of the system. Due to the necessity to 

standardise the process and establish a similarity among different analysis to seek a common 

point, it is set up a common style to use. Thereby, the subfunctions will be expressed in verb-

object form. In this way, a posterior studio of the analysis should be easier to comprehend. 

Graphically, functions are represented by boxes in which are included action and subject, as 

shown on Figure 3.1: Function box. 

 

Figure 3.1: Function box (source: adapted from [5]) 

 

These subfunctions are related by flows that are defined as the nexus among two or more 

different functions. Flows are generally divided in three different types depending on the 

nature of what is passing through the sub-functions: material flow, energy flow or signal flow. 

Graphically, flows are represented by arrows, as it is shown on Figure 3.2: Flow types. 

 

Figure 3.2: Flow types (source: adapted from [5]) 

 

The combination of diverse sub-functions and flows is known as function chain. Its use in 

preliminary phases of investigation and development leads to the conception of new 

technologies that are not currently digitally or physically embodied in the product. 

3.2.3 Function structure respect to time 

A functional model must be always ordered with respect to time, so two separate possibilities 

emerge: sequential function chains, where the subfunctions should be performed in a 

determinate order to obtain the desired result; and parallel function chains, where a common 

flow branches and is shared by different subfunctions, so they can actuate independently. 
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In the figures Figure 3.3: Sequential structure and Figure 3.4: Parallel structure can be 

visualized the two different types of function structures, sequential and parallel, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.3: Sequential structure (source: adapted from [5]) 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Parallel structure (source: adapted from [5]) 

 

3.2.4 Black box model 

The creation of a black box model it is contemplated as the first step before a further 

decomposition. It consists of a basic but powerful representation of product’s overall function 

and its basic inputs and outputs flows.  

A simple representation of the black box model is shown in Figure 3.5: Black box model. 

 

Figure 3.5: Black box model (source: adapted from [5]) 

Apart from usual material flows (either inputs or outputs) related to raw material and the 

product, costumer needs and/or engineers priorities have to be reflected in signal inputs flows, 

and the results coming from the transformations that have taken place and confirm the 

achievement of the goals, shall be visible in signal output flows. How the energy is supplied 

to the studied system and which are the products of the transformation of that energy is 

provided by the energy flows. 
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3.3 Modular analysis 

This subchapter presents the next step after functional analysis. Modular analysis is briefly 

described and a method to carry it out is proposed in the following paragraphs. 

3.3.1 General aspects and considerations on modular analysis 

A module is defined as a physical product substructure which has a one-to-one 

correspondence with a subset of a product’s functional model. Modular architectures permit 

to save time and costs when modularization concept is applied in the very early product 

design phases. The objective of modular analysis is to identify modules within functional 

analysis in order to cluster different function chains that fulfil a same target. 

3.3.2 Rules of modularity: The method of module heuristics 

The method of module heuristics comes forward as a three paths strategy with the discovery 

of modules on functional analysis as aim. Hence, first stage of the method requires a well-

refined functional analysis. A working definition of heuristic is now outlined: “A method of 

examination in which the designer use a set of steps, empirical in nature, yet prove 

scientifically valid to identify modules in a design problem” [5]. Study and observation of 

functional analysis will lead to the fact that some subfunctions, or even some function chains, 

show up a consistent one-function bigger structure which will constitute a module.  

Thereby the three distinct methods are introduced in a not-particular order: dominant flow, 

branching flow and conversion-transmission flow. It is not difficult to perceive that the 

difference among them lies in how flow is considered. The way the flow passes through the 

function structure will characterize the heuristic method. Despite offering elegant solutions 

each of the methods may identify overlapping modules. An optimal procedure is choosing 

always the module to implement as that which has a smaller number of subfunctions, which 

subsequently leads to the highest number of modules identified. This procedure is in keeping 

with the idea that a module should be easily identifiable with a particular function. 

The first heuristic method is dominant flow, which examines every non-branching flow of a 

function structure and groups the subfunctions the flow travels through until it exits the 

system or is transformed into another flow. The identified set of subfunctions defines a 

module that deals with the flow traced through the system. The identified subfunctions form 

the boundary, or interface, of the module. Any other flows, in addition to the traced flow, that 

cross the boundary are interactions between the module and the remaining product. To 

implement the module, conduits must be specified to carry the interactions across the 

interface. 

 

A schematic example of dominant flow is illustrated in Figure 3.6: Dominant flow. 
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Figure 3.6: Dominant flow (source: adapted from [5]) 

 

Stated succinctly: “The set of subfunctions which a flow passes through, from entry or 

initiation of the flow in the system to exit from the system or conversion of the flow within the 

system, define a module” [5]. 

The second heuristic method is referred to as branching flow and it requires identification of 

flows associated with parallel function chains. Each limb of a parallel function chain defines a 

potential module. The module is formed of the subfunctions that make up the limb 

(technically, each limb consists of a sequential function chain). All modules (one per limb) 

must interface with the product at the flow’s branch point. All flows that cross this interface 

are the interactions between the remaining product and the module. 

A schematic example of branching flow is illustrated in Figure 3.7: Branching flow. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Branching flow (source: adapted from [5]) 

 

Stated succinctly: “The limbs of a parallel function chain constitute modules. Each of the 

modules interface with the remainder of the product through the flow at the branch point” [5]. 

The third and last heuristic method is called conversion-transmission flow, and deals with 

conversion subfunctions and conversion to transmission chains. Conversion subfunctions 

accept a flow of material or energy and convert the flow to another form of material or 

energy. In standard verb-object form, a conversion subfunction appears as convert flow A to 

flow B. In many cases, these conversion subfunctions are already components or modules 

themselves. If, additionally, a conversion sub-function exists in a chain with a transmit 
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subfunction (or transport subfunction for material flow), then the chain presents an 

opportunity to form a module. This converts an energy or material to another form and then 

implements (transmits or transports) that new form of energy or material. 

A schematic example of transmission-conversion flow is illustrated in Figure 3.8: 

Conversion-transmission flow. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Conversion-transmission flow (source: adapted from [5]) 

 

Stated succinctly: “A conversion subfunction or a conversion-transmission pair or proper 

chain of subfunctions constitutes a module” [5]. 

3.4 Morphological matrix 

At the end of conceptual design theory, the morphological matrix concept is presented. How 

to build up one is discussed, as well as logical deliberations that must be taken into account to 

implement it properly. 

3.4.1 General considerations on morphological matrix concept 

The morphological matrix is the next logical step after identifying modules with heuristics 

methods. It represents a methodology for organizing alternative solutions for each function or 

module of a system and combining them to generate a great number of solution variants, each 

of which can potentially satisfy the system-level design need. 

What the matrix is constituted of and how it is used is now explained. In the first column of 

the matrix are located the diverse modules found by heuristics associated to the different 

function structures, while in the adjacent row several design options for each detected module 

are presented. Thus, the matrix elements form the architecting decision space. These matrices 

are a visual representation of possible modularity schemes and they provide an indication of 

the design requirements for each module. Then, the designer must know to combine 

individual solutions into logical as well as effective conceptual designs. 

To illustrate this engineer tool, a template of a morphological matrix is given in Figure 3.9: 

Morphological matrix example. 
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Figure 3.9: Morphological matrix example 

As it has been shown, the detail level of the morphological matrix elements is pretty basic. 

They are intended to give an idea of which could be a potential solution without taking 

advanced considerations. 

In practice, and most of all for not so experienced design engineers, there are several pitfalls 

in this methodology which have to be avoided in order to create a harmonious morphological 

matrix: 

➢ Not use a systematic methodology to identify the relevant functions 

➢ Not distinguish the primary from the secondary functions 

➢ Not organize functions at a fundamental level of abstraction 

➢ Not test the independence and compatibility of all functions 

Unless these issues are taken into account it seems probable making mistakes and finding 

obstacles such as: not knowing whether incorporate all key functions or modules into the 

matrix, to obtain a matrix wherein the functions are not organized in a particular order, to 

have matrix elements at a different level (that is to say, not differentiate between independent 

and dependent solutions), etc. How to avoid these problems is explained in the next 

subchapter. 

3.4.2 Theory of coupling 

The difficulties commented on the subchapter 3.4.1 can be solved focusing upon the 

hierarchical nature of the design process. This concept is now discussed briefly.  

Firstly, it is admitted that initial decisions decide the overall layout of the system, and this 

layout in turn dictates the lower-level or secondary functions that must be addressed. Then, 

decisions are made at the appropriate level and they will in turn dictate the lower-level 

functions. Finally, these decisions will transform the design from the abstract functional 

domain to concrete physical domain. An effective manner to implement this reasoning in the 
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morphological matrix methodology is to include fundamental notions from Theory of 

Coupling, presented by Sridhar S. Condoor and Christian P. Burger [7][8]. 

The namely coupling can be defined as the conflicting interdependence of two or more 

functions or modules. It has been demonstrated that this phenomenon greatly impacts on 

product performance, time-to-market and innovation, and subsequently leads to a sub-optimal 

solution. The theory above commented deals with this point in question, introducing the 

concept of transmission paths. 

Thus far, it has been seen how a system interacts with its environment by the means of inputs 

and outputs, whether material, energy or signal. The routes, through which the inputs are 

processed by the design to create the outputs, are called transmission paths. As such, the 

transmission path notion is in keeping with the philosophy proposed by heuristics. They can 

be classified in any design into two categories based on their role. On the one hand, solution-

independent or primary transmission paths are those required as a fundamental need to 

accomplish the overall objective.  On the other hand, solution-dependent or secondary 

transmission paths do not contribute directly to the achievement of the overall objective, but 

support the primary transmission paths improving its efficiency. Therefore, each secondary 

transmission path is restricted to its correspondent design option. 

The fact involving that the primary and secondary transmission paths may interact with one 

another is now discussed. When an interaction can be exploited in terms of system 

optimization is considered as a synergistic interaction. In contrast, when lack of functional 

independence emerges such interaction is considered as detrimental. The later implies 

compromise between functions or modules. That being the case, the task of a experimented 

design team should be eliminate that last kind of interactions. 

To sum up, the steps to develop a consistent morphological matrix with this methodology, as 

cited by Richard G. Weber and Sridhar S. Condoor [7], are the following: 

a) Identify primary functions/modules 

b) Create solutions for primary functions/modules 

c) Create primary morphological matrix  

d) Choose a compatible synergistic solution 

e) Identify lower-level functions/modules 

f) Create lower-level solutions 

g) Create lower-level morphological matrices 

h) Choose a compatible synergistic solution 

i) Evaluation 

As consequence, detrimental interactions are broadly avoided following carefully this set of 

steps, which means that a solid decision space will have been created. The level of synergy 

among the emergent design options that the morphological matrices offer corresponding to 

step h) will be partly determined by the experience of the design team.  
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3.4.3 Minor and deep morphological matrix 

Finishing the conceptual design task, a last concept is required so as to later have the 

possibility to consider the both situations previously suggested: the general application and 

the specific case study.  

A last subdivision of the morphological matrix notion is explained attending to the abstraction 

level of the solutions offered by the different design options. Those related to the specific case 

with in a lower level of abstraction from the particular model are clustered in the minor 

morphological matrix. On the contrary, those related to the generic case with a higher level of 

abstraction away from a specific model are gathered in the deep morphological matrix. 

A minor morphological matrix is intended as grid decision space where the elements do not 

represent a great modification of the current model in terms of seize, form, technology, 

material, disposition, energy supply, etc. The presented matrix elements pose shallow 

alterations in the existing model, so it can be admitted that they (elements in the matrix) 

usually implicate only the change of itself or of a very few items which interact with them. 

Thereby, the minor morphological matrix supposes an effective tool to carry out innovations 

in the short-term, due to a relative elevated speed of risk-opportunities evaluation and the 

feasibility of being carried out by a branch of the company. 

In turn, a deep morphological matrix shows up an alternative decision space in which its 

elements introduce a fresh and further insight: it implicates vast changes in the present 

product in terms of seize, form, technology, material, disposition, energy supply, etc. Merely 

to pick one element of the matrix to develop involves adjustment of several modules that 

interact with the chosen one. So, on the contrary of what has been discussed for the minor 

morphological matrix, the deep morphological matrix address variations in the long-term. 

This can be understood due to the fact that the necessary investment and the speed of 

evaluation are different from the former case. To choose an element of this matrix may entail 

to change a huge part of the current system, with the resulting turnover. As regards to the 

celerity of the decision, these kinds of elections are often valuated by the headquarters from 

the company, running into larger intervals of wait until the choice is or not taken. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter all the postulates discussed on the State of the Art are applied not to a 

commercial product as normally referred to in the literature, but to an industrial machine: a 

tuna canning machine. After a brief presentation of the method where also the purpose is 

introduced, each step is described in detail.  

4.1 Overview and presentation 

The methodology followed is shown in Figure 4.1: Methodological flowchart, where the main 

steps to analyse a tuna canning machine are set. The main purpose of this methodology is 

giving design solutions to the different modules identified just after detailed analyses have 

been carried out. 
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Figure 4.1: Methodological flowchart 
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As it is shown, the flowchart deals with the design task of two subsets:  

➢ Generic case: generic tuna canning machine 

➢ Specific case: specific tuna canning machine 

So as commented above, along this work is carried out a double analysis task that is now 

explained. 

The first one is for a generic tuna filler machine. It constitutes essentially an exercise of 

abstraction of the problem: just analysing several tuna canning machines that operate in 

diverse ways it is possible to reach an external insight that would facilitate the posterior 

creative work in the design phase. Thus, it allows to not only considering the constraints and 

features of particular case studies but have an overview of what is expected from this kind of 

machines in a vast range. For this task it is mandatory to inspect the largest number of 

machines of this kind as possible. 

The second one consists of the analysis for any particular tuna filler machine that might be 

considered as case study. This effort has to be done in the most possible detailed manner in 

order to provide well-refined analyses that later permit identify the greater number of 

modules. Consequently, the specific case has to be examined extensively. 

Finally, similarities between generic and specific analyses have to be found with the purpose 

of recognising common patterns that permit to study the specific one applying the information 

collected from the general case. Therefore, the following methodology becomes an effective 

tool to analyse any industrial machine of this sort, which may give an edge to companies as its 

use results in minor times of the early design phases. 

On the other hand, as it could be also seen, a series of steps make up this methodology. 

According to conceptual design theory the steps and sub-steps are numbered as follows: 

• Step 1: Functional derivation  

- Substep 1.1: Black Box model 

➢ Generic Black Box model 

➢ Specific Black Box model 

- Substep 1.2: Functional analysis 

➢ Generic functional analysis 

➢ Specific functional analysis 

• Step 2: Modular derivation 

- Substep 2.1: Modular analysis 

➢ Generic modular analysis 

➢ Specific modular analysis 

- Substep 2.2: Generic-specific module relation 

• Step 3: Morphological matrix 

➢ Deep morphological matrix 

➢ Minor morphological matrix 
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These steps are applied simultaneously to both generic and specific cases, with the intention 

of detecting similarities between them and build up a consistent morphological matrix. At this 

point a proposed solution or several of them are chosen and the conceptual design phase 

would be finished. This work gives way to the next logical step for the reengineering of the 

tuna canning machine: the embodiment and detail design phase. 

4.2 Step 1: Functional derivation 

As already commented, in this subchapter generic and specific cases are examined in order to 

provide a black box model and thereafter a functional analysis that allow extracting as much 

information as possible. This information can be gathered mostly from patents, but also from 

company footage, tuna processing company website, visits to factories, etc. 

The correspondent section of the methodological flowchart is shown in Figure 4.2: Step 1 

methodological flowchart. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Step 1 methodological flowchart 

 

4.2.1 Substep 1.1: Black box model 

 

➢ Generic case black box model 

In this substep referred to the generic case, a general overview of what a general tuna canning 

machine is expected to do is set.  
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After revising a large number of tuna canning machine models, material, energy and signal 

flows in common can be recognised. Regarding to material flows, it has to be studied if it is 

only the product the object that interacts with the system or if there are others that enter and 

exit the black box. An example would be the cans, which are obviously detected in all cases. 

Main energy flows have to be examined depending on the power supply, how the system is 

energetically supplied? just with an electrical engine or are also other sources as a compressed 

air system? Related to signal flows, general considerations on this kind of product have to be 

outlined: temperature control, hygienic parameters, avoidance of external contaminations, etc.  

➢ Specific case black box model 

For the specific case black box model, principle features of a particular tuna canning machine 

have to be gathered and expressed in the proper format. 

The specific case has to be examined in terms of the three types of flows. Unlike general case, 

now concise material and energy flows can be reflected on the analysis. Material flows can be 

numbered and added to black box defining what is necessary for the correct functioning of the 

particular model, as well as the outputs generated. How this tuna canning machine works in 

terms of supply has also to be indicated, in this case, as energy flows. As signal flow 

examples can be named objectives and desires that a particular company wants in his product, 

both inputs and outputs. 

4.2.2 Substep 1.2: Functional analysis 

 

➢ Generic case functional analysis 

This task results a difficult analysis as common nexuses from a large numbers of tuna canning 

machines have to be recognised. 

The key of this substep lies in capture the essence of what is done in every operation detected. 

The final intention of each action in the process has to be written in verb-object form, 

constituting a function. The order of functions structures could vary depending on which the 

particular machine is, but in general, all the primary functions from this kind of machinery 

should be identifiable in the generic functional analysis. Which are the flows that interact with 

the diverse functions is discussed next. 

Firstly, material flows are studied. The state and positioning of the product when it enters the 

system is determining, establishing a big difference (most of all in visual surface quality) 

between the machines that cut the product perpendicularly or those that chop it up. Likewise, 

the final state of product when it left the system behind is crucial. The phases that material 

flows experiment are expressed in a sequential analysis considering different alternatives 

among all the machines that have been into account. 

Secondly, the diverse options of power supply and products resulting from the energy 

conversion have to be gathered. Although the route and its length of energy flows might be 

very disparate, the type of energy should be similar in the studied fillers. Moreover, the 
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energetic products coming from the transformations (as heat, noise, forces, etc) have to be 

necessarily considered. 

Thirdly, signal flows are considered separately depending on the specific priorities and 

desires of the company with the purpose of trying to create a standard list of them later. These 

preferences are put in the precise position in the analysis in form of input flows. The positive 

results coming from the consideration of the commented preference are evident in the output 

flows. 

Regarding timing structure of the function chains the result is usually very disparate among 

the tuna canning machines examined, identifying models that work with distinct sequences. 

As a result of this, it has to be outlined that the proposed sequence for the functional analysis 

of the generic case it should not be rigid: this analysis has to reflect a good degree of 

flexibility in order to be able to adapt of whichever the tuna canning machine functioning 

order is. 

➢ Specific case functional analysis 

Compared with the previous assignment, a specific functional analysis is easier to execute as 

it does not require noting the similarities among many distinct cases. Nevertheless, it also 

requires a big effort due to the fact that it has to be more detailed. 

The specific tuna canning machine has to be studied until the last limb has been examined, 

with this procedure a consistent functional analysis can be obtained. The diverse external 

interactions with the system have to be also taken into account. As commented previously it 

results fundamental to identify which functions operate sequentially to later cluster them into 

groups, as well as those which operate in parallel, that constitute groups themselves. 

The larger number of functions found in this substep, the better for the posterior modular 

analysis. This fact is explained as the effectiveness of the next step lies on the existence of 

well-refined functional analysis. 

The result of this substep is a complex functional analysis of the particular tuna canning 

machine where all the material, energy and signal flows which are associated with the diverse 

function chains are included. 

4.3 Step 2: Modular derivation 

In this subchapter the results from the previous step are examined in order to provide a cluster 

of functions conforming modules. Then, how to do biunivocal identification between the 

results from the two proposed cases is explained. 

The correspondent section of the methodological flowchart is shown in Figure 4.3: Step 2 

methodological flowchart. 
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Figure 4.3: Step 2 methodological flowchart 

 

4.3.1 Substep 2.1: Modular analysis 

 

➢ Generic case modular analysis 

The starting point is a generic functional analysis detailed enough that comes from the 

previous step. The goal is to provide a general modular analysis where the functions or chain 

functions are clustered in groups called modules. 

It is remarkable that for the generic case the heuristics methods are barely used. This is 

consequence of the generality of the functional analysis. It results almost an impossible task 

to detect logical sequences of functions in harmony with the rules of thumb of the heuristics 

methods. 

It becomes mandatory to revise how each tuna canning machine achieves the purpose of its 

functions. After that, the information has to be put together with the purpose of finding 

common nexus between them. For example, if there is a function called “Obtain plain 

surface” and after revising the considered models all the fillers achieve that purpose with the 

application of pressure by means of a cutter, the name of the module would be “Cut”. It is 

often found that the analysed models offer diverse solutions with just a few similarities. In 

despite of this fact, all the diverse ways of proceeding have to be taken into account as it is the 

only manner to build a modular analysis that covers all the existent possibilities. 

At the end of this sub step a generic modular analysis it is available to use as guide to analyse 

any particular case. The roots of what is pretended in every operation of the process, serves to 

provide an effective tool that offers an overview of all the studied cases. So as conclusion, the 

aim is to determinate why the operations are made, the final intention on the product. 
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➢ Specific case modular analysis 

To begin with, the specific modular analysis needs a complete specific functional analysis. 

After applying the heuristics methods various modules suggest how functions can be 

clustered. 

For this case, the heuristics methods are a very useful tool that permits identify effectively 

modules within a functional analysis. This is consequence of applying heuristics to a 

particular case, where a significant amount of functions permits to be clustered in diverse 

groups. Depending on how they are clustered it will permit a lower or higher modularization 

level. Identifying a higher number of modules, the possibilities of obtaining new ideas for 

reengineering the tuna canning machine are incremented. 

While dominant and branching flows are usually recognised easily, conversion-transmission 

flows are less common due to the nature of the process for this type of machinery. This is 

explained due to the fact that energy flows of this type of industrial machines follow short 

paths that hardly define modules (at least, for the level of modularization searched in this 

work). For this reason, conversion-transmission flows are not considered in the different 

analyses of the tuna canning machines. 

As explained in the State-of-art, to recognize dominant flows it becomes mandatory to look 

for a flow from its entry until it exits the system. For industrial machinery as the tuna canning 

machine, focusing on the items that take part in the different phases of the process may help 

to identify logical modules. For example: if the item or set of items that isolate the tuna in 

terms of exerting pressure actuate alone it could be possible to define a module called “Cut”. 

In the case of branching flows, it is just a task of regarding which operations are taking place 

at the same time. Generally, the number of simultaneous operations it is not elevated, without 

counting the work of sensors and controllers that are always actuating. As it has been 

explicated previously, every parallel function or parallel function chain constitutes an 

independent module. 

In summary, the final objective of the modular analysis of a particular machine is to 

determinate how every little purpose of the process is carried out. 

4.3.2 Substep 2.2: Generic-Specific module relation 

To conclude the modular analysis, a biunivocal relation between the overall purposes of the 

modules from the generic case and the explicit procedures from the specific case are put in 

common. This can be expressed in form of table, where each module from the generic case 

has a correspondence with one or more modules from the specific case. 

The objective sought in this sub-step is to abstract the particular case study (specific case) to 

any other possible machine of its own type (generic case). The result permits considering 

other options not only restricted to what is perceived in the specific tuna canning machine. As 

consequence, it potentially stimulates creative thinking for the proposals of new 

modularization solutions.  
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The tuna filler machine can be considered a simple machine in terms of its purpose (in 

general, only mechanical operations are carried out in the product) but complex in terms of its 

functioning (it involves a not despicable quantity of elements). For this reason, the equivalent 

modules between the two cases should be not difficult to recognise as the objectives of each 

one are pretty evident. Nevertheless, how they accomplish its goals can be made by ways very 

differentiated. This way, the implementation of other solutions from the generic case can be 

admitted for the specific case. 

To give an idea how this module identification should be carried out it is provided the table 

shown in Figure 4.4: Generic-Specific module relation example. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Generic-Specific module relation example 

For an optimal use of this tool is highly recommended to add a column on the table with the 

involved items on each module corresponding to the specific case, so as to distinguish quickly 

which physical parts of the system need to be modified if the correspondent module is 

changed. For this purpose, the optimal procedure consists of creating or having a CAD model 

where the machine is available to be “dissected”. All the single elements that conform the 

tuna filler have to be included in order to configure a list as detailed as possible. 

Automatically knowing which module has necessity to be changed, it will be easy to 

enumerate which components are involved in the choice. Thus, short and long-term decisions 

can be made quicker.  

4.4 Step 3: Morphological matrix 

The last step of this methodology consists of the creation of a morphological matrix for the 

modules (that will be organized in the rows from the first column) suggested in the previous 

sections. This tool serves to visualize and put in order potential solutions denominated design 

options (that will be positioned in the columns from the first row). 

The correspondent section of the methodological flowchart is shown in Figure 4.5: Step 3 

methodological flowchart. 
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Figure 4.5: Step 3 methodological flowchart 

Once every module has been fully explained until its last limb has been considered, realistic 

alternatives can be found. Occasionally, new solutions can embrace diverse modules, offering 

the condensation of two or more of them in just one. As a consequence, the physical parts of 

the system and its complexity is elegantly reduced, and alongside that, the cost of 

manufacturing. 

For each module a different amount of design options can be sketched, with the possibility of 

not always having the same number of design options for every row. Hence, the 

morphological matrix constitutes a grid where the new modularization ideas are displayed 

Although to elaborate a synergistic choice among all the possibilities from different modules 

and examine which one is the best is task for experienced engineers and experts in the field of 

food processing machinery, it is proposed in this work a feasible combination according to 

Theory of Coupling previously introduced and elaborated by Sridhar S. Condoor and 

Christian P. Burger [8]. 

As for every other definite design problem, two categories of solutions can be identified 

depending on the level of abstraction from the specific starting point. Consequently, two 

categories of organization are required in the form a sub division of the morphological matrix. 

If the solution entails a low degree of change and it does not represent a vast modification in 

the current studied model, it can be categorized as a minor design option in terms of 

innovation, technology used, investment, etc. Therefore, it is proposed in this methodology 

the creation of a minor morphological matrix which encompasses this kind of design options.  

On the contrary, the design options that are far away from the specific tuna filler studied are 

clustered in a different matrix called deep morphological matrix. Here, are displayed all the 

design options that imply a higher degree in terms of innovation, technology used, 

investment, etc. 
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5. CASE STUDY 

In this chapter the methodology introduced in the prior section is put into practice with a 

definite specific case. The objective is to have a relationship between the product physical 

components and the functional and modular decomposition with the aim to provide robust 

design alternatives to cope different issues of the proposed model of the tuna canning 

machine. For this purpose, a market analysis of current tuna fillers is carried out in order to 

have a large quantity of background material. 

5.1 Presentation of the case study 

The tuna filler that will serve up to show the utility of the methodology is the Model 3266 

from John Bean Technologies Corporation. The company as well as the machine are briefly 

introduced so as to settle the context of this work. What is expected from the implementation 

of the methodology in the Model 3266 is discussed at the end of this subchapter. 

5.1.1 JBT Corporation 

JBT Corporation is an American food processing machinery and airport equipment company. 

It was founded in 1884 by John Bean as the Bean Spray Pump Company in Los Gatos, 

California and it started as a small company which product was a piston bump for insecticide 

sprays. Currently, JBT is a multinational that employs around 5000 people in more than 20 

countries, having its headquarters in Chicago, Illinois. 

JBT is organized in two business segments as commented: JBT FoodTech and JBT AeroTech. 

The former results the one relevant for this work It provides solutions and services for food 

processing companies (freezer, protein processing, in-container processing and fruit 

processing solutions). The later markets solutions and services to airport authorities, airlines 

airfreight and ground handling companies. 

5.1.2 JBT Model 3266: features and problems 

JBT Model 3266 is described as a high filling precision and high drain weight food filler. This 

one receives tuna as chunks (boneless, without scales or similar, already cooked, sterilized 

and filleted) and provide tuna packaged in semi-open cans in which later is added coverage 

liquid and finally hermetically closed in vacuum condition. 

This model can fill two cans simultaneously with an output capability of up to 430 cans per 

minute, depending on can format (both oval and club). It has an increased profitability by 

keeping consistent fill weight and by reducing the squeeze loss due to a transfer system that 

keeps the tuna density uniform during the shaping of the tablet. 

The case study is focused on the two cakes model with a capability of 3000 cans per minute 

for 211 formats (specifically standard round cans of 68.3 mm of diameter and 39.7 mm of 

height). 

An image of the Model 3266 (also equipped with SaniClean® Belt Conveyor) is shown in 

Figure 5.1: JBT Model 3266 (source: jbtc.com). 
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Figure 5.1: JBT Model 3266 (source: jbtc.com) 

This work is focused on the redesign of the operational front part of the machine, which is the 

zone the tuna passes through. As a result, the internal machinery and the conveyor are not 

considered object of redesign study. The functioning of the front part mechanism is fully 

explained in the original patent included on the Appendix (particularly subchapter 9.2). A 

closer image of the front part of Model 3266 is shown in Figure 5.2: JBT Model 3266 façade 

(source. JBT footage). 

 

Figure 5.2: JBT Model 3266 façade (source. JBT footage) 

At this point, it results mandatory to explain why to apply later the methodology to Model 

3266. This tuna filler, although it has been for a long time in the food processing machinery 

market and its efficiency is well-proved, presents several issues identified by JBT engineers 

which have to be resolved. Some of the shortcomings that the corporation has found in this 

model are listed next: 
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➢ The density value is not as highly controlled as it would be. They have found a little 

weight gap among different samples after passing through Model 3266. 

➢ The front surface (the one that first sees the costumer when he opens the can) has not 

the desired visual quality. The optimal surface is that as plain as possible. However, 

the surface of the cake is broken up into little disaggregated chunks.  

➢ During its functioning some leak problems are detected. Although the losses are not 

big, the possibility of liquid entrance in some other limb of the machine is concerning. 

Also, maintenance tasks have been increased its frequency due to this problem. 

How to work out with these issues is discussed in the next and last sub-chapter. 

5.1.3 Purpose of applying methodology to Model 3266 case 

As was previously stated, it is going to be applied the methodology developed in chapter 4 

with the aim of finding where the problems in model 3266 are taking place, which parts of the 

system are affected and if some realistic solutions can be proposed. 

In the first place the information research has to branch in two categories as suggested in the 

methodology: an internal research, for the Model 3266, and an external research, for the 

generic case. 

In the second place, to recognise where to actuate, an extensive study of the machine has to be 

done in terms of functional and modular analysis. At the same time the specific case for 

Model 3266 is dissected, the generic case for any other tuna filler is considered in order to be 

able to confront both of them at the end. 

In the third place, already knowing which modules are causing difficulties and which physical 

elements of the system are involved, a serial of solutions understood as design options for the 

JBT filler emerge fruit of stimulated creative thinking. While small changes can be considered 

in the short-term, as they do not involve a big amount of investment, bigger modifications 

could become in the long-term a genuine revolution in food canning industry. 

To sum up, this procedure should create feasible solutions for the aforementioned modules of 

Model 3266 throughout this particular conceptual design methodology, distinguishing 

between whole new modules concept stemming from deep redesign and partial modifications 

of the existing Model 3266 modules coming from minor redesign.  

5.2 Market analysis: internal and external research 

The market analysis on this work bifurcates in two branches: an internal and external research 

depending on the case considered, specific or generic. 

On the one hand, the external research is widely used for the generic case due to the fact that 

it involves the search of information beyond the particular tuna filler considered in the case 

study.  

For this purpose, not all possibilities of a classical external research are taken into account. 

This is consequence of the fact that the product to develop is an industrial device for a 

company, so as to some options like interview potential clients are obviously dismissed. 
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Among the rest, meetings with the organization, competition analysis and patents research 

from other organizations are broadly used in this work.  

A considerable number of tuna fillers from other brands have been examined so as to arrive to 

a better understanding of how the competitors come up with the final ideas for their modules 

and create a broad basis which encompasses a huge number of tuna filler machines. At the 

end of this task, similarities in its functioning are found. Some of the principal tuna fillers 

consulted in this work are shown in Table 5.1: Tuna fillers from other brands revised. 

Company Model name Capacity 

(cpm) 

Min. tuna 

tablet (mm) 

Max. tuna 

tablet (mm) 

Weight 

(kg) 

Herfraga Modelo FR-300 CR 80-150 65 100 1350 

Herfraga Modelo FR-300  220-300 65 100 1600 

Herfraga Modelo FR-400 250-400 65 85 2000 

Hermasa Tunipack 300 Model 300 65 100 * 

Hermasa Tunipack 500 Model 500 65 84 * 

Luthi Solid Pack Series 180-220 65 83 * 

Luthi Rotary Filler 90-600 68 103 * 

Marlen 

International 12-Pack Filler 300 * 92 * 

                                                                                                                                                     *: Not specified 

Table 5.1: Tuna fillers from other brands revised                                                                                                                                                

Although it has not been included in this work, other food processing machines (as meat, 

fruit, cereal, etc. processing machines) were studied with the aim of having a widespread 

insight and collecting some other innovative procedures that could be applied on a product 

like tuna. 

On the other hand, the internal research is towards to the specific case due to its more intrinsic 

nature. To arrive to an improvement of the particular tuna filler machine it becomes 

mandatory to have investigated it extensively, so to collect as much information from it as 

possible is truly recommended. 

Firstly, to revise some of the corporative footages from the corporation which are submitted 

to its web is a prudent start. Some of them reveal not only its precise functioning but also 

some lacks in for example leakproofness. The footages visualized for can be consulted in the 

bibliography of this work, in the chapter 14. 

Some pictures of Model 3266 functioning and forming tuna cakes are showed now so as to 

illustrate its functioning. 
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Figure 5.3: Transportation in the conveyor belt (source: JBT footage) 

 

Figure 5.4: Lateral compaction by shaping members (source: JBT footage) 

 

Figure 5.5: Extraction of the system by ejecting pistons (source: JBT footage) 

Secondly, the patent of the Model 3266 is a usefulness tool to comprehend seamlessly the 

behaviour of the filler. Its functioning is described in detail as well as all the items that build 

up the machine. The main items, which conforms the part of Model 3266 that is object of 

study in this work; are those listed in the original patent ([9.2]) and they are positioned in the 

front part of the tuna filler in Figure 5.6: Model 3266 façade with numbered items (source: Model 

3266 patent). 
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Figure 5.6: Model 3266 façade with numbered items (source: Model 3266 patent) 

These item numbers refer quickly in the analyses to the physical parts that constitute Model 

3266. The commented items are named below these lines. 

Item 1: Conveyor belt 

Item 2: Foodstuff product 

Item 3: Opening of the compressing and shaping device 

Item 4: Front block 

Item 5: Back block 

Item 6: Side members 

Item 7: Compression channel 

Item 8: Shaping element 

Item 9: Compactor 

Item 10: Pneumatic piston 

Item 11: Knife 

Item 12: Portion of tuna fish 

Item 13: Separating wedge 

Item 14: Dies 

Item 15: Shaping members 

Item 16: Channels 

Item 17: Vertical shutter 

Item 18: Outlet holes 

Item 19: Cans 

Item 20: Ejecting pistons 

Item 21: Shutters 

Item 22: Cakes 

Item 23: Residue 
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It has been preferred to use the terminology from the patent in order to establish a common 

base between the original source and the following analyses. 

Other physical parts that are of interest of this work and are not included in the previous item 

list would be: 

- Upper conveyor belt (that it is used not only to help vertical guidance of product but to 

form it) 

- Side walls (of the conveyor belt zone that allow to guide horizontally the product) 

Thirdly, the CAD model from the part of Model 3266 that is object of redesign has been 

provided by JBT Corporation in order to permit its analysis on this work. An image of this 

CAD model is presented in Figure 5.7: CAD Model 3266 façade. This permits to study the 

device in detail. 

 

Figure 5.7: CAD Model 3266 façade 

Finally, being the framework of this work the conceptual design, it is inconceivable not to 

take into consideration creative thinking. This mean is used mostly in the last step in order to 

come up with some innovative solutions for the morphological matrices. 
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5.3 Step 1: Functional derivation applied to Model 3266 

In this subchapter the first step of the methodology is applied to the particular filler 

considered for the specific case as well as the correspondent analyses for the generic case are 

done. 

5.3.1 Substep 1.1: Black box model 

 

➢ Generic case black box 

To start with, after revising the database provided in Table 5.1 it is possible to identify main 

objectives shared among the tuna fillers as well as some material, energy and signal flows that 

almost all of them have in common. 

A generic black box model is presented in Figure 5.8: Generic black box model. 

 

Figure 5.8: Generic black box model 

As it can be seen, the verb-object form contained in the function is “Cut, compact, shape and 

package tuna” as it is the main purpose that the tuna fillers share independently of how it is 

carried out.  

With regard to the flows, the most general ones are considered. For example, tuna and cans 

are the obvious input material flows and its combination conform the respective output flow. 

Different energy and signal flows are taken into account according to which have been 

obtained from the tuna filler database of the external research. 

➢ Specific case black box 

Applying the black box model procedure to Model 3266 procures a defined black box model. 

The namely is illustrated in Figure 5.9: Specific black box model. 

 

Figure 5.9: Specific black box model 

This black model does not constitute such a big novelty respect to which has been shown in 

Figure 5.8: Generic black box model, as the main inputs and outputs flows remain almost the 

same.  
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The verb-object function this time it is not so undefined. In consonance with which is 

observed in this particular tuna filler is possible to set “Cut, compact, shape and package 

tuna” as the function. Moreover, the mentioned order of the operations is the one that 

followed by Model 3266. 

5.3.2 Substep 1.2: Functional analysis 

 

➢ Generic case functional analysis 

The generic functional analysis presented in Figure 5.10: Generic functional analysis gives a 

more precise idea of what a tuna filler machine is supposed to do and how it is achieved.  
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Figure 5.10: Generic functional analysis 
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In a more detailed manner than the black box model, flows and general functions of a generic 

tuna filler machine are described. This analysis is finished once the entire tuna filler database 

has been revised and similarities have been put together. 

Considering the flows, as discussed on the subchapter 4.2.2 the product flow goes through the 

functions until it adopts form desired as well as it achieves the required features. It starts as 

raw material, that is to say, as precooked tuna chunks, and it is supposed to finish as a 

compacted and shaped tuna cake inside of a can.  

The most significant modifications take place in the principal function chain showed. 

Likewise, energy flows are positioned in a descriptive manner in order to get a better 

understanding of the energy supply chain. 

As regards to functions, an initial “Pick up and support tuna chunks” function is added to 

specify where the product comes from. In most cases, this function is not usually under 

further considerations since the way product is loaded into system it is not truly relevant. This 

is accompanied in parallel by “Guarantee operator security and ergonomy”.  

Both of them lead to “Orientate tuna according slice direction”. The namely function has to 

be considered always the tuna cut has to be effectuated perpendicularly. Just in a few tuna 

filler machines this phase is not carried out as the final appearance it is not relevant (see 

Marlene rotary filler) 

Next function is “Transport/introduce tuna” that is generally referred to the previous phase of 

the entry of product inside the system, being a common nexus between all the machines 

revised. The manner product is transported depends on the machine considered, but in most 

cases conveyor belts are used.  

The last functions of the chain correspond to those operations made in the product until it 

leaves the system. The most important functions related to the operations on the product in 

not-specific fulfilment order are: “Guarantee density and volume desired”, “Isolate tuna to 

form cake”, “Guarantee cake circular form” and “Guarantee cake well-looking aspect”. 

These ones are the basic and minimum requirements demanded, in a metaphorical sense, by 

the own product. In addition, other operations such as “Minimize lost tuna” or “Collect tuna 

waste” are considered under company preferences.  

Once all preceding processes are carried out, the function “Package cake into the container” 

is required so as to finish the analysis. “Avoid lost tuna (out of the container)” is also 

registered due to the fact that in some of the tuna fillers analysed the packaging system let 

some quantity of product out. 

Furthermore, other considerations related to hygienic and safety issues are taken into account. 

This can be seen at the bottom left as “Guarantee health standards”, “Avoid external 

contaminations” and “Control temperature”.   
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➢ Specific case functional analysis 

Following the procedure seen until now, a functional analysis of the specific tuna filler for 

Model 3266 is presented below these lines in Figure 5.11: Specific functional analysis.  

Figure 5.11: Specific functional analysis 
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In this case functional analysis is notable different from Figure 5.10: Generic functional 

analysis. New considerations and functional chain structures are encompassed as it has been 

perceived in the Model 3266.  

As it seems obvious, the overall function is achieving to pass from raw product to packaged 

product. Both are equally referred to just as product in upcoming discussions and analyses.  

The “main” flow that passes through functions is product, tuna; which is being turned into the 

several corresponding forms along the process from chunks to tuna cake. From product also 

derivates a second and not-expendable flow: tuna waste, which is practically inevitable, 

reported in all tuna fillers revised. 

Model 3266 works with electricity and pressured air. The energy source is an electrical engine 

that is positioned inside the principal metallic body of the filler. “Electricity” flow is widely 

assumed in the whole analysis. Nevertheless, “Pressured air” just actuates with Item 9 so as 

to it is involved in the density value control. 

The complete explanation of the Model 3266 mechanism can be consulted at the appendix of 

this work (subchapter 9.2). Anyways, the operations from the product entry until it leaves the 

system are briefly described next. 

Firstly, while the product is still being transported it suffers a pre-compaction phase, referred 

in the analysis as “Form tuna”. The purpose is to form a mass of tuna adequate shape before 

leaving the conveyor belt. 

Secondly, once the product has entered the Model 3266 it is pushed all the way in, it is 

isolated by means of the action of the item 11, as it can be seen in “Cut tuna” function. This 

provides a thick parallelepiped cake, with not a density value defined yet. 

Thirdly, the parallelepiped cake goes up whit item 9 until it arrives to the upper zone of the 

Model 3266, where it is divided in two with the help of item 8. In this action the density value 

is controlled by the sensor installed in the pneumatic piston, which push item 9 up. These 

operations can be found in the analysis as “Lift tuna” and “Press tuna” functions. There, it is 

cut by item 14 to turn into a double pre-circular shaped cake. The complete circular shape of 

the two cakes is obtained after they are pressed laterally by item 15 which gives an extra 

compression rate. These last two can be identified in the analysis with “Cut tuna” and “Form 

tuna” respectively. 

Finally, the system prepares to extract the cakes with the aim of package them into two cans, 

represented with “Open system” function. The item 17 moves in order to leave the holes of 

item 4 free. At this point, the tuna cakes can be packaged with the movement of item 20, 

finishing the analysis with “Extract tuna” function. 

5.4 Step 2: Modular derivation applied to Model 3266 

The second step of the methodology is applied to the tuna filler machine object of this work in 

order to provide the modular analyses that later are compared to the obtained analyses for the 

generic case. 
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5.4.1 Substep 2.1: Modular analysis 

 

➢ Generic case modular analysis 

In this sub-step the starting point is the generic functional analysis created in the subchapter 

5.3.2. 

Due to the abstraction level of this analysis, as it is an analysis made after finding similarities 

among a big number of tuna fillers, it results barely effective to apply heuristics methods. The 

generality of the analysis only permits to recognise overall modules depending on the 

objective of the function/function chains considered. 

Identified modules are shown in Figure 5.11: Specific functional analysis.  
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Figure 5.12: Generic modular analysis 
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On the one hand, the key functions are discussed. Comes upon from research in several 

machines of this kind that main functions, “Guarantee density and volume desired”, “Isolate 

tuna to form cake”, “Guarantee cake well-looking aspect” and “Guarantee cake circular 

form”; are usually embodied in the following modules respectively: “Weight”, “Cut” and 

“Shape” (within “Shape” module are the last two functions commented).  

On the other hand, the other functions are also embodied in modules easily recognisable. As 

example, the arrival of the raw material is included in the “Load” module. The entry of the 

tuna in the system is encompassed with the “Conveyor system” module. As it can be seen, 

remaining functions are within modules such as “Optimization”, “Collection”, “Package”, 

“Security” and “Control”. 

➢ Specific case modular analysis 

To begin with it is necessary a refined specific functional analysis as the one presented in the 

subchapter 5.3.2. 

For the specific case, it is plausible to apply heuristics methods, as the Model 3266 functional 

analysis permits at least two of them. The difference with the generic case is the detail degree, 

which allows clustering diverse functions/function chains in just one module or put together 

parallel ones. 

In first place, the dominant flow heuristic method applied to the analysis is shown on Figure 

5.13: Specific modular analysis (dominant flow). 
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Figure 5.13: Specific modular analysis (dominant flow) 
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The dominant flow heuristic method is used and it reveals some groupings of functions that 

share an overall objective. Some of the modules recognised are pretty similar to those found 

in the generic case modular analysis, as it was predictable. In turn, some modules might be 

clustered together. 

As example, the movement of the tuna in the conveyor belt, and so its corresponding set of 

functions, is resumed in “Convey” module. Others are subsets of a bigger module. To give an 

example of modules within bigger ones, it is enough with taking a quick look at “Lift” and 

“Compress” modules that constitutes both the set “Compact”, which should assure the correct 

value of the density. Another example is found almost at the end of the analysis, where 

“Open” and “Extract” subsets constitute the module “Exit”, which prepares the system to let 

out the product in order to package it later. 

In second place, the branching flow heuristic method is also valid in this analysis. The result 

of this heuristic method is shown on Figure 5.13: Specific modular analysis (dominant flow). 
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Figure 5.14: Specific modular analysis (branching flow) 
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As it is seen in the analysis, just two groups of parallel functions are recognised with this 

method. Similarly, both are found at the beginning of the analysis, that is to say, before 

leaving the conveyor belt. 

The first case shows how “Deposit” and “Orientate” pass at the same time. The reason is that 

for the Model 3266 the deposition of the product must not be done with a random orientation, 

with the aim of orientating them perpendicularly to the cut direction by item 11 later. 

Nevertheless, before the cut it is possible to recognise two other functions that have place 

simultaneously. In this second case “Transport” and “Form” are the parallel modules. The 

explanation lies on the fact that before the entry the tuna volume has to be reduced so as to 

provide a more adequate form of the product. This should not be confused with a compaction 

phase owing to the fact that the density value is not controlled here. 

In third place, it has been tried to apply the conversion-transmission flow heuristic method but 

not a single trustworthy result has been found. As has been already commented in the State of 

the Art, a flow (an energy flow generally) which passes through different functions or 

functions chains until it is converted into another one has to be found. However, as this 

analysis is about a broad insight of the tuna filler, finding a flow that reveals new modules 

with this method is a hardly possible task. 

5.4.2 Substep 2.2: Generic-Specific module relation 

The second substep from Step 2 consists of the confluence of generic and specific modular 

analyses to examine and determine common nexus between them. 

The point in comparing both systems is to reveal a biunivocal relation between the two 

analyses as has already been stated. This connection would conduce to a better and deeper 

understanding of the implementation effects of determined modules in the particular case, 

establishing which would be the consequences according of which is the purpose of the 

modification.  

For this purpose, all items that compose the specific device must be listed according to its 

related function/s. Model 3266 CAD items are positioned in the last column, one per one, 

from the front casing until the last bolt. 

With this procedure, just deciding which the aim is and regarding the general functions, it will 

be known directly where is necessary to actuate in the specific model. Hence, the generic 

analysis is set as a reference guide to easily decompose and identify modules in other tuna 

filler machines, where it would be sufficient to switch the modules from the termed analysis 

with the modules from different specific cases. 

At the end of this sub-step and once the generic-specific module relation table is finished, it is 

possible to carry out an examination of in which modules Model 3266 problems are having 

place. The generic modules related to the specific ones where the problems are found, are now 

identifiable. The generic modules permit to set the overall purpose and allow the design 

engineer to have a wide enough insight of the difficulties. 
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As a result, it is shown in Table 5.2: Generic-Specific module relation (shortened version) just 

a part of the convergence table. This come from comparing both analyses, that is to say, 

generic and specific cases. The complete table is available on the subchapter 9.1. 

Generic case Specific case 

Modules Functions Modules Main functions 

Load Guarantee operator 

security and 

ergonomy 

Load Guarantee operator 

safety 

Conveyor system Pick up and support 

tuna chunks 

Orientate/deposit Orientate tuna 

Orientate tuna 

according to slice 

direction 

Deposit tuna 

Transport/introduce 

tuna 

Convey Transport tuna 

Enter Receive tuna 

Cut Isolate tuna to form 

cake 

Cut Cut tuna 

Compact Compress/compact 

tuna 

Compact Lift  Lift tuna 

Weight Guarantee density 

and volume desired 

Press Press tuna 

Shape Guarantee circular 

form 

Shape Cut tuna 

Guarantee cake well-

looking aspect 

Form tuna 

Package Package cake into 

container 

Package Open Open system 

Extract Extract tuna 

Collect Collect tuna waste Collect Collect tuna  

Optimize Minimize lost tuna Optimize Reduce tuna waste 

Reduce tuna that 

remains inside the 

system 

Control Guarantee health 

standards 

Control Guarantee health 

standards 

Avoid extern 

contaminations 

Control key 

parameters 

Control density value 

Table 5.2: Generic-Specific module relation (shortened version) 
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The table shows the correspondence between generic and specific cases, with its respective 

functions within them. Moreover, for the specific case as has been seen, items involved in 

each module/function are listed beside them, in the last column. This way, the design team is 

aware of which physical part is needed to be substituted in the system for a new more 

efficient version. 

Retaking the problems commented in the subchapter 5.1.2, for instance the density value is 

associated with “Weight” generic module. Regarding the related specific module, it is 

identified “Press” as the responsible module. Information and features from the database tuna 

fillers can be studied as feasible solutions for Model 3266. 

The second issue, related to the poor visual result of the cake, is associated with the generic 

module “Shape”, which is identified with the same name in the specific case. As commented, 

once the specific module is known, it is easy to list how many items (and all its respective 

components) have the necessity to be changed or modified. 

The third and last task to resolve is the loss of product. This can be correlated with the generic 

module “Optimize”, and its corresponding specific module of the same name. If this module, 

that currently is almost inexistent in Model 3266 the module known as “Collect” would be no 

longer necessary. 

At this point, the design team would start to study the feasibility of replacing some of the 

current items that make up a determined module, for redesigned improved items. 

The whole table has not been included here as it is such a long document. It can be consulted 

at the subchapter 9.1. 

5.5 Step 3: Morphological matrix applied to Model 3266 

In this last step feasible morphological matrices of the tuna filler machine are presented. 

These matrices serve up as tool to speed up the early design phases. 

A morphological matrix template is formed according to what previously explained, as it has 

been stated in the subchapter 4.4, and it is available in Figure 5.3: Morphological matrix 

template for Model 3266. While in the first column principal functions/modules found in the 

precedent analyses are arranged in order; in the first row are placed the diverse design 

options. As already commented, to complete the blank elements of the grid is a task of the 

conceptual designers.  
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                  D.O. 

Module 

Design Option 1 Design Option 2 Design Option 3 Design Option 4 

Conveyor 

system 

D.O. 1.1 D.O. 1.2 D.O. 1.3 D.O. 1.4 

Cut D.O. 2.1 D.O. 2.2 D.O. 2.3 D.O. 2.4 

Compact D.O. 3.1 D.O. 3.2 D.O. 3.3 D.O. 3.4 

Weight D.O. 4.1 D.O. 4.2 D.O. 4.3 D.O. 4.4 

Shape D.O. 5.1 D.O. 5.2 D.O. 5.3 D.O. 5.4 

Package D.O. 6.1 D.O. 6.2 D.O. 6.3 D.O. 6.4 

Collection D.O. 7.1 D.O. 7.2 D.O. 7.3 D.O. 7.4 

Optimization D.O. 8.1 D.O. 8.2 D.O. 8.3 D.O. 8.4 

Control D.O. 9.1 D.O. 9.2 D.O. 9.3 D.O. 9.4 

 

 

Among the different design options from the same function/module, that is to say, from the 

same row; there is absolutely no connection. Each design option is independent of the others. 

Once the template is filled out an evaluation of which possibilities are feasible is required.  

This template is available for both minor and deep morphological matrices. In the deep 

morphological matrix case, it is compulsory to implement solutions to one and all of the 

functions/modules. Moreover, a synergistic method as showed in the subchapter 3.4.2 is 

desirable to put in practice with the purpose of providing logical design alternatives. 

Despite of the fact that it is not the main objective of this work, some design options for 

diverse modules of the Model 3266 are given.  

The design options for the minor morphological matrix are thought as “small” modifications 

of the particular case study, so the quantity of modules involved in each proposed solution 

would not become a completely innovation in its functioning. 

On the one hand, on the Table 5.4: Minor morphological matrix for Model 3266 are shown 

some feasible proposals for the Model 3266. 

 

 

 

Table 5.3: Morphological matrix template for Model 3266 
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Design                                  

option 

 

Module 

 

Design option 1 

 

Design option 2 

 

Design 

option 3 

 

Conveyor 

system 

 

 
(convergent opening of the 

compressing and shaping device) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cut 

 
(vertical knife-shutter and compactor) 

 

 

 

 

Compact 

 

 
(shutter that goes along with tuna 

block) 

 

 

 
(compactor cake-shaped) 

 

 

 

 

 

Shape 

 

 
(closed channel without shaping 

members and shutters) 

 

 

 

 

 

Package 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.4: Minor morphological matrix for Model 3266 

By way of example, for “Cut” module, a vertical knife that slices the product once this entry 

in the item 7 and goes along with it on the way up would avoid friction in the front surface of 

the tuna cake. This could improve the visual result theoretically. 

To give an extra compression rate as well as a pre-circular shape, what could be a convergent 

feed is suggested. 

It is remarkable that offering innovative solutions for Model 3266 it is a hard task as this tuna 

filler has been subject of optimization from its entry on the market. 
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On the other hand, the Table 5.5: Deep morphological matrix for Model 3266 illustrates with 

a greater level of freedom than the minor morphological matrix some alternatives for the 

generic modules. 

 

For instance, in the “Conveyor system” module, a descendent bottleneck entry is proposed as 

Design Option 5. This would allow the following part of the system operate over a cylindrical 

volume of the product.  

 

         Design 

option 

 
Module 

 

Design option 1 

 

Design option 2 

 

Design option 3 

 

Design option 4 

 

Conveyor 

system 

 

 
(conveyor belt) 

 

 
(horizontal cylinder + pistons) 

 

 
(ramp + gravity) 

 

 
(bottleneck entry) 

 

Cut 

 

 
(steel wire) 

 

 

 
(rectangular mobile knife) 

 

 
(inverse knife for 

cylinder) 

 

 
(cylindrical knife) 

 

Compact 

 

 
(piston) 

 

 
(two conveyor belts) 

 

 
(vertical compactor) 

 

 
(vertical cylinder with 

opening for knife) 

 

Shape 

 

 
(cylindrical cutter) 

 

 
(lateral shapers) 

 

 
(cylindrical inflatable 

shaper) 

 

 
(rotary compression 

chamber) 

 

Package 

 

 
(ejecting piston) 

 

 
(gravity) 

  

Table 5.5: Deep morphological matrix for Model 3266 
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Lighter and economics solutions are also studied, as Design Option 5 in the module “Cut”, 

which is a steel wire. This would provide an easy and fast way of cutting tuna in order to 

isolate the portion that later will be shaped. 

As regards compact phase, a cylindrical compression chamber is sketched for the module 

“Compact”. With an item like this, no lateral members for compression would be need (as for 

example the Model 3266 item 15). 

An innovative solution where in fact a few modules are involved would be the Design Option 

3 for “Shape” module. It consists of a double cylindrical chamber that spins around its axis. 

While the upper one is intended for carry out the compression of the product, the one that is 

located below would transport quickly the tuna to the cut and package stages. Both work at 

the same time, so operation times could be reduced. 
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section it is presented the different outcomes of this work, for both methodology and 

case study branches. 

On the one hand, the main outcome of this work is the created design methodology, being this 

a combination among research, comparison and critical and creative thinking. It is supposed 

to serve as tool for the design engineer when facing a device reconfiguration task by terms of 

conceptual design. 

The methodology obtained is schematically illustrated in the flowchart showed previously in 

Figure 4.1: Methodological flowchart, starting with the database research of existent products 

that is branched in two (generic and specific cases) and finishing with alternatives 

improvements in different levels of abstraction (minor and deep redesigns) for a specific one. 

This can be applied to multitude of studies, not only restricted to tuna filler machines.  

However, for the tuna filler machine case, the generic study is already done and available for 

future use. This includes a database research, a black box model, a functional analysis and a 

modular analysis. 

On the other hand, diverse results from applying the methodology to the case study presented 

in this work are obtained. 

In the first place, and as well as occurs for the generic case, a series of analyses are available 

for futures redesign processes but this time for the specific tuna filler machine Model 3266. 

These analyses might help to new redesigns of the JBT Corporation machine in terms of 

reducing the effort and time needed in the earlier phases of conceptual design. 

In the second place, the modules where the definite problems of Model 3266 have place have 

been identified thanks to the methodology. Hence, the modules with a greatest necessity of 

revision are the following ones: “Enter”, “Compact” and “Shape”. Furthermore, all the items 

and its components that are involved in each module have been listed with the aim of 

knowing quickly how many physical parts of the system are affected by a possible alteration 

and, as consequence, how “big” (in terms of costs and timing) could be this modification. 

In the third place, and although it is not one of the main goals of this work, some feasible 

design options for diverse modules have been created including those in which the problems 

identified by the corporation have place. In addition, this is achieved in two different 

categories depending on the proximity to Model 3266 design. Minor and deep morphological 

matrices are the means intended for this purpose. 

To sum up, results covering from the very first research stage until the proposal of realistic 

improvements for a design problem are obtained as well as the conception of a own design 

methodology inspired by the traditional design tools like functional and modular analysis. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter what has been obtained beyond the achievement of positive results is briefly 

summarised. Also, it is included a critical reflection of the professional aspects of this work. 

Above all it has to be remarked again the importance of the conceptual design phase in the 

life cycle of a product. Nowadays, this stage determines from 70 to 80 percent of life cycle 

time. The creation of an own systematic design methodology intended to help design 

engineers should make its task easier, which could be traduced in cost reduction at the end of 

the process.  

The design methodology usefulness lies on the simultaneous research of information from a 

generic case which goes along with the specific research. This constant comparison permits to 

keep in mind which are the main consequences over the product and its overall purpose. 

Although it has been conceived for a tuna filler machine in this work, it is a general 

methodology that admits being extrapolated to other industrial fields. 

It is also understood for the conceptual design of the tuna filler as well as for any other 

product that just after studying its functioning in precise detail realistic solutions can be 

proposed. This can be exemplified paying attention to the design tools employed: just a well-

refined functional analysis permits better posterior modular analysis and in the same way just 

a well refined modular analysis permits the creation of optimal morphological matrices. 

As regards to the case study, although different outcomes have been obtained for Model 3266 

thanks to applying the design methodology, the next design step depends on the experimented 

engineers from JBT Corporation. They are who eventually have the final decision to go ahead 

with the proposed analysis and design options for the considered modules. 

One of the constraints of this work is that it has been created from zero, so there is such a long 

path to walk in terms of optimization and real usefulness. Despite the fact that its usefulness 

has been proved theoretically, it has to be still proved in a larger number of design studies 

where its design options are not only taken in account but carried to the detail design phase. 

Finally, the design engineer work implies diverse and significant responsibilities in the 

product developing process, both commercial and industrial. Its efforts have to be always 

aimed to a not small number of objectives: catch attention from potential clients, multiply as 

possible the functionality, to analyse the degree of modularization, to reduce costs in 

manufacturing stage, to determine product materials, etc. Thus, today its presence symbolizes 

a key element in the product value chain well known by the corporations. 
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8. FUTURE LINES 

Finally, this chapter introduces some logic continuations of this work, referring not only to 

methodology but also to the particular case study that has been considered. 

In first place, the methodology proposed is presented as a design tool that it is able to simplify 

first conceptual tasks in the tuna filler development. An ambitious assignment is to extend this 

analysis for any food filler machine. This effort would imply to elaborate a larger machine 

database, where a challenging number of patents should be revised in order to catalogue 

properly how each of them carries out its purpose. 

It has also to be considered that an extension of the morphological matrices would increase 

the possibilities of arriving to a more feasible solution. Even though this task is more aimed 

for industrial designer than for mechanical engineers, both of them should work together in 

order to achieve improvements in terms of having a larger number of design options to 

choose. 

Regarding the specific case modules proposed, the Model 3266 analysis has to be taken to the 

next stage: the detail design. This is only possible once one or a few design options have been 

chosen. This task results a matter of responsibility as it concerns JBT engineers how to 

improve its tuna filler. Only when they have valued which design options are really feasible, 

these can be examined in a more detailed manner. As it is obvious, some design options could 

be developed by the reader on its own. 
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9. APPENDIX 

 

9.1 Generic-Specific module relation table 

 

 

Generic 

modules 

 

Functions 

 

Specific 

modules (JBT 

Model 3266) 

 

Picture 

 

Functions 

 

CAD Element 

Item Image and CATIA 

reference 

Qty 

 

A

  

 

Load 

 

A.1 – 

Guarantee 

operator 

security and 

ergonomy 

 

a 

 

Security 

 

 

(control panel with 

mushroom push button) 

 

a.1 – Guarantee 

operator safety 

   

 

B 

 

Conv

eyor 

syste

m 

 

B.1 – Pick 

up and 

support tuna 

chunks 

 

 

b 

 

Orientate/de

posit 

 

 

 

b.1 – Orientate tuna 

   

 

B.2 – 

Orientate 

tuna 

according 

slice 

direction 

 

 

b.2 – Deposit tuna 

 

B.3 – 

Transport/ch

annel tuna  

 

c 

 

Convey 

 

 

 

c.1 –Import items 1, 

25 

 

   

 

c.2 – Convert 

electricity to linear 

movement 
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c.3 – Transport tuna 

 

 

c.4 – Form tuna 

 

 

c.5 – Export item 25 

 

 

c.6 – Transport tuna 

 

 

d 

 

Enter 

 

 

 

d.1 –Export item 1 

 

   

 

d.2 – Receive tuna 

 

Item 

3 

 

 

3266.176947 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.176941 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

p3 

 

 

2 
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3266.176720 

 

 

2 

 

 

3266.176719 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

3266.176946(168) 3266.151249(73) 

R2147342(72) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.176946(168) 3266.151249(73) 

R2147108(71) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.152601 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.144375 

 

 

1 
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3266.176942 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

U.005.308.030_A.1.1 

 

 

 

8 

  

 

U.005.305.010_A2.1.1 

 

 

 

12 

 

 

U.005.308.030_A.1.1 

 

 

8 

  

 

U.085.308_A.4.1 

 

 

 

8 

 

Item 

5 

 

 

3266.176678-239(193) 

3266.176676(29) R0047280(4) 

 

 

1 
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3266.176678-239(193) 

3266.176681(25) R20G0230(7) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.176678-239(193) 

3266.176679(28) R20G0380(5) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.176678-239(193) 

3266.175825(8) R20G0180(6) 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

3266.176678-239(193) 

U.632.305.020.1.1 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

3266.176678-239(193) 

U.342.205.012.3 

 

 

 

5 
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3266.176678-239(193) 

U.300.205.020.3 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

3266.176678-239(193) 

U.300.205.016_A.1.1 

 

 

 

4 

 

d.3 – Stop tuna 

   

 

C 

 

Cut 

 

C.1 – Isolate 

tuna to form 

cake 

 

e 

 

Cut 

 

 

 

e.1 – Import item 11 

 

   

 

e.2 – Convert linear 

movement to weight 

 

 

e.3 – Cut tuna 

 

Item 

11 

 

 

3266.106397.1(172) 3266.106397.1 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

3266.123146(160) R2147149_1(91) 

 

 

 

2 
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3266.123146(160) 3266.138866(90) 

p1(83) 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

3266.123146(160) U.023.312(88) 

 

 

2 

 

 

3266.123146(160) U.024.312(89) 

 

 

2 

 

e.4 – Export item 11 

 

   

 

D 

 

Com

pact 

 

D.1 

Compress-

compact 

tuna 

 

f 

 

Com

pact  

 

f.1 

Lift 

 

 

 

f.1.1 –Import item 9 

   

 

f.1.2 – Lift tuna 

 

Item 

9 

 

 

3266.176881-010(29) R20G0280(1) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.120734 

 

 

1 
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3266.121949 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

U.342.206.035.1 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

U.085.306_A 

 

 

 

2 

 

Item 

4 

 

 

3266.176705-046(174) 

3266.176706(70) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.176705-046(174) 

3266.176707(69) R2060230_1(43) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.176705-046(174) 

3266.104848(67) R2060280_2(44) 

 

 

 

2 
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3266.176705-046(174) 3266.1.1(65) 

 

1 

 

 

3266.176705-046(174) U.300.206.012 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

3266.176705-046(174) 

U.005.306.020_A 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

3266.176705-046(174) 

U.342.205.016_A.2 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

3266.176705-046(174) 

U.300.206.015.3 

 

 

 

9 

 

 

3266.176705-046(174) U.085.306_A 

 

 

4 
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Item 

5 

 

 

3266.176678-239(193) 

3266.176676(29) R0047280(4) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.176678-239(193) 

3266.176681(25) R20G0230(7) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.176678-239(193) 

3266.176679(28) R20G0380(5) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

3266.176678-239(193) 

3266.175825(8) R20G0180(6) 

 

 

 

2 
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9.2 Model 3266 modules 

9.2.1 Conveyor system 
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Table 9.2: Conveyor system module 
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9.2.2 Cut 
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Table 9.3: Cut module 
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Table 9.4: Compact + Weight module 
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Table 9.5: Shape module 
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Table 9.6: Open/extract module 
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9.3 Model 3266 patent 

 

➢ Drawings 

 

 
 

Figure 9.1: FIG. 1 

 

 
 

Figure 9.2: FIG. 2 
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Figure 9.3: FIG. 3 

 

 
 

Figure 9.4: FIG. 4 
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➢ Abstract 

 

The present invention relates to a canning machine for a foodstuff product (2), such as tuna 

fish or similar, comprising a conveyor belt (1) suitable for carrying the foodstuff product (2) 

into a compressing and shaping device, a pair of dies (14) suitable for shearing two cakes (22) 

from each portion (12) of the foodstuff product (2) and a pair of ejecting pistons (20) suitable 

for pushing said cakes (22) of into cans (19). Said compressing and shaping device comprises 

a compression channel (7) inside which is arranged a shaping member (8) provided on the 

bottom thereof with a separating wedge (13) and a pair of side shaping members (15) slidably 

arranged in a sliding channel (16) which intersect perpendicularly the compression channel 

(7). Each side shaping member (15) has an end provided with a semi-cylindrical concavity 

suitable for penetrating in the compression channel (7) by sliding between one die (14) and 

the bottom of the shaping member (8). 

 

➢ Functioning 

 

[0001] The present invention relates to a canning machine for foodstuff products, and in 

particular it relates to an improved canning machine capable of cutting, shaping and canning a 

foodstuff product such as tuna fish and similar.  

 

[0002] It is known that canning of tuna fish presents a number of problems due to the 

intrinsical nature of this foodstuff and above all to the irregular consistency thereof, which 

makes it necessary to compress it in order to bring it to a predetermined density and therefore 

to maintain within acceptable limits the weight of the product introduced into each can.  

 

[0003] Machines for cutting, compressing and canning tuna fish are already known. For 

example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,203,141 in the name of the same applicant describes a machine 

wherein the portions of tuna fish obtained by cutting the product are pushed into a 

compression channel which is closed at one end by means of a shaping member provided with 

two semi-cylindrical concavities. The portions of tuna fish which are subsequently compacted 

against said shaping members are sheared by means of two dies having a cutting profile of 

semi-circular shape, thus forming two cylindrical cakes which are transferred into the cans by 

means of ejecting pistons.  

 

[0004] However, a drawback of said known machine consists in that the tuna fish cakes so 

obtained necessarily contain a great quantity of crumbs. As a matter of fact, after each 

shearing and ejection of two cylindrical cakes, a residue of the tuna fish portion from which 

the two cakes have been obtained is left in the compression channel. Said residue has an 

irregular shape, in particular it is provided with two concavities whose shape corresponds to 

that of the cakes. Therefore, during the subsequent compression against the shaping member, 

it is deformed and crumbles, thus worsening the quality of the cakes obtained in the following 

compression cycles.  

 

[0005] Object of the present invention is therefore to provide a machine free from said 

drawbacks. Said object is achieved by a machine whose main features are specified in the first 

claim and other features are specified in the following claims.  

 

[0006] An advantage of the machine according to the present invention consists in that it 

enables tuna fish cakes to be obtained, wherein the fraction of crumbled product is very 

reduced with respect to that of the cakes obtained by the machines according to the state of 
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the art. As a matter of fact, by virtue of the presence of at least two lateral shaping members, 

suitable for protruding into the compression channel by moving perpendicularly to the 

direction of the channel itself and for compacting the tuna cakes by interacting with a shaping 

member, the shape of the residue which is left in the compression channel, after shearing, for 

the subsequent canning, is substantially regular. By virtue of this more efficient shaping of the 

cakes, the quantity of crumbled tuna fish is really very small.  

 

[0007] Further, by virtue of the possibility to modify the position of the shaping member of 

the machine according to the present invention in the compression channel, tuna fish cakes 

having a different size can be obtained with a single machine.  

 

[0008] Another advantage of the machine according to the present invention consists in that, 

by virtue of the arrangement of the shaping member and of the lateral shaping members, the 

compression required during the shaping step of the tuna cakes is smaller than the one which 

was necessary in order to obtain cylindrical cakes with the machines according to the known 

art. The smaller compression of the foodstuff product enables tuna fish cakes having smoother 

surfaces to be obtained. 

  

[0009] Further advantages and features of the machine according to the present invention will 

appear to those which are skilled in the art from the following detailed description of an 

embodiment thereof, with respect to the accompanying drawings, wherein:  

 

[0010] FIG. 1 shows a perspective simplified view of the central body of the machine 

according to said embodiment of the invention; and  

 

[0011] FIGS. 2, 3 and 4 respectively show three subsequent steps of the shaping of tuna cakes 

with the machine of FIG. 1. 

 

[0012] With reference to FIG. 1, there is shown that the machine according to the present 

embodiment of the invention comprises in a known way a conveyor belt 1, suitable for 

carrying a foodstuff product 2, for example tuna fish, through an opening 3 of a compressing 

and shaping device, wherein the foodstuff product is brought to the density required. Said 

compressing and shaping device comprises a front block 4, a back block 5 and two side 

members 6 which connect said front and back blocks and form the side walls of a 

compression channel 7 positioned in the middle of the compressing and forming device. Said 

compression channel 7 is closed at one end thereof by means of a shaping element 8 and at 

the other end by means of a compactor 9, which slides in the compression channel 7 under the 

thrust of a pneumatic piston 10.  

 

[0013] Once crossed opening 3, the foodstuff product 2 is cut by means of a knife 11 which 

provides a portion 12 of tuna fish, which is inserted into the compression channel 7 in order to 

be brought to the desired density. Knife 11 shown in the figure is of the type with two 

opposed blades, but it can be of any other type suitable for this purpose.  

 

[0014] Tuna fish portion 12, which has a substantially parallelepipedal shape, is pressed by 

compactor 9 against shaping element 8. Said shaping member 8 has a substantially flat 

bottom, having a separating wedge 13 in the middle suitable for dividing portion 12 of tuna 

fish substantially in two parts. In the present description and in the claims, the term “bottom” 

of the separating member 8 indicates the face thereof which is turned towards the inside of the 

compression channel 7. According to the invention, separating wedge 13 is provided with an 
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enlarged base through which it is connected to shaping member 8. The side profiles of said 

shaping member are suitably arched and delineate quarters of a circle.  

 

[0015] Subsequently to the compression, the shearing and shaping steps are carried out in 

order to obtain two cylindrical cakes of tuna fish. The succession of said steps will be 

explained in detail with reference to FIGS. 2, 3 and 4. The shearing step is carried out by 

means of two dies 14 arranged one next to the other behind the back block 5 of the 

compressing and shaping device. Differently from the dies known up to now, the cutting edge 

of dies 14 according to the present invention is not curved as a semi-circle, but only their 

adjacent ends are curved as a quarter of a circle, whereas the other ends of said cutting edges 

are substantially rectilinear.  

 

[0016] The shaping step is carried out by means of side shaping members 15 which are 

arranged in the two wings of a channel 16 which perpendicularly intersects compression 

channel 7. The two wings of channel 16 are suitably made in the side members 6 of the 

compressing and shaping device. The ends of said side shaping members 15 turned towards 

the compression channel 7 are provided with concavities having a substantially semi-

cylindrical shape. 

  

[0017] Once the above mentioned compressing, sharing and shaping steps have been 

completed, the so obtained tuna fish cakes are ejected from the compressing and shaping 

device and are canned. To this purpose, a vertical shutter 17 which closes two outlet holes 18 

in the front block 4 is lifted, in order to enable the tuna fish cakes to be pushed into two cans 

19 by means of ejecting pistons 20.  

 

[0018] With reference to FIGS. 2, 3 and 4, the improved compressing and shaping device 

according to the present invention will be now described in detail.  

 

[0019] As shown in FIG. 2, the outlets of the two wings of channel 16 onto compression 

channel 7 are provided with shutters 21, which ensure the continuity of the side walls of the 

compression channel 7 during the compressing and shearing steps, and can be opened at the 

suitable moment in order to allow the passage of the side shaping members 15.  

 

[0020] Still with reference to FIG. 2, there is shown that during the compressing step, portion 

12, having a substantially rectangular shape, is pushed against shaping member 8 an is 

partially divided by separating wedge 13. Because of the shape of the side profile of the 

separating wedge, each one of the two so obtained halves is given a rounded shape of a 

quarter of a circle.  

 

[0021] Subsequently, as shown in FIG. 3, dies 14 reach the inside of the compression channel 

7, by passing through suitable openings made in the back end 5, and shear tuna fish portion 12 

by separating two semifinished cakes 22 from a residue 23. By virtue of the small curvature 

of dies 14, whose profile is arched only as a quarter of a circle and not as a half-circle like that 

of the dies according to the known art, residue 23 has a regular, substantially parallelepipedal 

shape, therefore it is not subjected to crumbling in the course of the subsequent compressions 

carried out by compactor 9.  

 

[0022] Now, with reference to FIG. 4, there is shown that the last step of shaping of the tuna 

fish cakes is carried out by means of the side shaping members 15, which after the opening of 

shutters 21 are pushed into compression channel 7 in order to confer the cylindrical shape to 
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cakes 22, by compressing them inside their semi-cylindrical concavities. Side shaping 

members 15 can enter into the compression channel 7 by inserting between dies 14 and the 

bottom of shaping member 8. As a matter of fact, as shown with reference to FIG. 1, the 

cutting edges of dies 14 as well as the profile of the end of shaping member 8 are rectilinear at 

the ends, and therefore they do not prevent the sliding of said side shaping members.  

 

[0023] According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, shaping member 8 is 

movable inside compression channel 7 and the position thereof can be modified in order to 

obtain cakes having a different size. In this way, in order to obtain cakes 22 having a normal 

size, the shaping member is arranged just above shutters 21, and remains stationary during all 

the compressing, shearing and shaping steps. On the other side, in order to obtain cakes 22 

having a smaller size, during the compressing and shearing steps said shaping member 8 is 

lowered so that the quantity of tuna fish comprised between the bottom thereof and dies 13 is 

the desired one. However, said shaping member 8 must be raised, before the shaping step, in 

order to allow the opening of shutters 21 and the passage of side shaping members 20.  

 

[0024] Further variants and additions can be made by those which are skilled in the art to the 

embodiment herewith described and illustrated by remaining within the scope of the 

invention. 
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10. TIMING PLANNING AND BUDGET 

In this chapter the timing planning as well as the estimated budget of this work is shortly 

described. 

10.1 Timing planning 

10.1.1 Phases of the thesis 

The original idea of this work was stated by the thesis advisor in December 2017, but it would 

not be initiated until March 2018. As commented, this work came from the proposal of JBT 

Parma and it was intended as an opportunity to develop a methodology to carry out quicker 

analysis in food processing machines, in particular, tuna fillers machines. 

The first phase of this thesis was about the research and reading of technical documents and 

papers. The framework of this content was mainly conceptual industrial design theory. In this 

section it is remarkable all the information gathered from Engineering Design: A Systematic 

Approach by G.Pahl and W. Beith [3]. Also design tools already mentioned as functional and 

modular analysis were collected from diverse papers and books. 

Next in line, the structure of the methodology did not take a long time to be fully elaborated. 

Although the objective was clear, how to achieve it by means of the creation from zero of an 

effective design guide was maybe a little longer than expected. 

Later, the second part of the research phase started. This time the goal was very different, it 

was to elaborate a tuna filler database in order to establish the generic case for the 

methodology. From search in the corporative web-sites to try to contact providers to obtain 

some of its tuna fillers features and layouts. 

Once the information for the generic case was collected the methodology could be entirely 

developed. Because of the fact the methodology structure was already defined finish it was a 

task that took less time than expected. 

Following, the methodology was applied to the specific case study which was the longer 

phase of the thesis. From revising the available information and footages of the tuna filler 

machine to visiting the factory and meeting the engineers of JBT. The analyses took also a 

great time to conclude them as it would have not been feasible to search later design solutions 

without consistent studies.  Certainly, and how it has been already commented, as regards to 

finding realistic and specific solutions to Model 3266 was a difficult task as it is an industrial 

machine which mechanical design has been modified and optimized more times in the past. 

Meetings with JBT engineers were a key aspect so as to assess the new design concepts. 

Before leaving Parma, the results and conclusions of the thesis were established to make a 

presentation of all the work that has been carried out. 
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Finally, writing the thesis and creating the figures and tables that have been included was 

done back in Spain and it has been another phase that has lasted more than expected. The 

reason is that it has been written during the lessons of the Master in Industrial Engineering at 

Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, but within the deadline scheduled from the first day. 

Phase Starting date End date 

Research: Conceptual design theory 1/3/2018 12/4/2018 

Definition of the methodology 3/4/2018 30/4/2018 

Research: Industrial tuna fillers 25/4/2018 15/5/2018 

Methodology elaboration 16/5/2018 6/6/2018 

Methodology applied to case study 30/5/2018 17/7/2018 

Conception of solutions for the 

specific case 
20/05/2018 15/07/2018 

Meetings with JBT Corporation 30/05/2018 and 12/07/2018 30/05/2018 and 12/07/2018 

Presentation in Italy 18/7/2018 18/7/2018 

Writing of the thesis 11/9/2018 27/12/2018 

Table 11.1: Starting and end dates of the thesis 

 

10.1.2 Gantt diagram of the thesis 

Below it is presented the Gantt diagram of the thesis according to the dates introduced in the 

previous section. 

 

Figure 11.1: Gantt diagram of the thesis 
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10.2 Budget 

The budget of this work has been estimated according to the time dedicated and the 

equipment needed. 

10.2.1 Time dedicated 

On the one hand, taking into consideration that the days spent for the whole thesis have been 

more or less 115 with a daily dedication of 4 hours, it results a total of 460 hours. 

Considering the fact that this thesis is equivalent to 12 CFU Credits and each credit cover 

between 25 and 30 hours of work, the time dedicated is admitted as valid for the EEES. 

Supposing a student salary of 12 €/hour the cost of the working hours is equivalent to 5520€. 

On the other hand, the time dedicated by the thesis advisor counting not only meetings but 

work on his own, are approximatively 36 hours.  

Estimating a net salary of the thesis advisor of 25 €/hour, the budget of his dedication is 

equivalent to 900€. 

10.2.2 Equipment and software 

The only equipment used for this work is a personal computer valued in 700€. Considering an 

useful life of 43.800 hours and the fact that it has been used for the thesis around 380 hours, 

the amortized cost is 6,08€. 

The software used as Microsoft Office, Solid Edge ST9 and Catia V6 was provided by both 

home and destination universities so anything was to be paid. 

10.2.3 Total budget 

The total budget comes from the sum of the costs previously estimated. 

Concept Budget (€) 

Student working hours 5520 

Thesis advisor total hour 900 

Personal computer 6,08 

Total 6426,08 € 

Table 11.2: Estimated budget of the thesis 
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13. GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS 

13.1 Glossary 

 

➢ Heuristic: involving or serving as an aid to learning, discovery, or problem-solving by 

experimental and especially trial-and-error methods. 

 

➢ Synergy: the combined power of a group of things when they are working together 

that is greater than the total power achieved by each working separately. 

All definitions from Cambridge and Merriam-Webster dictionaries 

13.2 Acronyms 

 

➢ JBT: John Bean Technologies 

➢ PDP: Product Development Process 

➢ CAD: Computer-Aided Design 

➢ EEES: Espacio Europeo de Educación Superior 
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